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Introduction 

Contemporary critical activity has become more and more interested in travelling as 
a trope for subversion, appropriation, and displacement. Discourses of all kinds, 
travelogues, so called popular texts, and novels by post-colonial (ethnic and 
migrant) writers (these terms are shaky, I admit) are being scrutinized and read for 
what the "travel trope" might disclose about the denigration of otherness and cul
tural expansionism. It is then used to deconstruct imperialism, which activity, in 
contrast to Dian Brydon,1 in her recent article called "New Approaches to the New 
Literatures in English: Are We in Danger of I ncorporating Disparity?," I believe 
must still go on. The "politics of blame" that she sees as characteristic of the critical 
ventures to come to terms with the colonial discourses, such as the notion of Them 
and Us, does not need to end in mental despair and semantic self-perpetuation. At 
least writing from the perspective of a Northern European whose part in Western 
expansionism could definitely be called "imperial," but not "imperialist," I find the 
excercises to dismantle local prejudices and replace them with new insights and 
challenges both worthwhile and important. 

This may in fact read as an unabashed apology for the volume at hand. Here 
the two perspectives, Them and US, Africa and Scandinavia, are organized to meet 
at a cross-roads. This meeting does not eschew the semantics of confrontation. In 
fact it invites it. It implicitly advocates - and this is my main, albeit optimistic idea -
the erosion and underpinning of t he dialectics, not through the romance of Them 
becoming US, nor through the cultural relativism fad of We Are All the Same, but 
through notions of Connections and Multivoices. 

From a formal point of v iew this volume is as disparate as any postmodern-
istic novel. The first part of the book is a documentation of Chinua Achebe's visit to 
Scandinavia in October 1988. The main purpose of his visit was to be present at the 
launching of his latest novel, Anthills of the Savannah, in Danish and Norwegian. 
But he was spurred to extend his trip to Sweden to meet his old-time readers, 
writers and academics. The documentation of his tour is fairly comprehensive and 
truly authentic. It represents two of the lectures he gave and parts of his public 
readings, it reproduces the exchanges that took place between Achebe and his lis
teners, and it analyses his reception. 

1 In A Shaping of Connections: Commonwealth Literatures Studies - Then and Now. Essays in 
Honour of A.N. J effares. Edited by Hena Maes-Jelinek, Kirsten Holst Petersen, Anna Ruther
ford. Aarhus: Dangeroo Press, 1989, p. 89 
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The second part of the book draws a sketchy historic outline of Swedish travel 
writing on Africa. I attempt to show two things: first, how the Swedish writers 
allied themselves with the rest of the Western world in the imperial enterprise to 
incorporate Africa and how they gradually started to question their own position 
and that of Sweden, and, secondly, how they fashioned their narratives. Needless 
to say, the images of Africa that they create are self-reflexive and oppositional. This 
section then acts as a narrative foil and an ideological background for the first part 
in which Achebe is seen negotiating and mediating his Africa to his listeners. 

Although aware of the problems involved, I sincerely hope that the book will 
advance and extend the cross-cultural meeting place. 

I dedicate it to Chinua Achebe as a small token of gratitude from his Scandi
navian readers for his sixtieth birthday. Congratulations! 

/ would, like to thank a number of people that have assisted me in organizing the material for this 
book. Among them are in particular Aase Gjerdum ofJ.W. Cappelens For lag, Johannes Riis of 
Samlerens Forlag, Stephen Larsen, University of Stockholm, and Isabella Thinz, The Swedish 
Broadcasting Corporation. Special thanks to Eva Lambertsson Björk for her meticulous work on 
the transcriptions and to my colleagues Bengt Odenstedt and Gunnar Persson for their valuable 
editorial advice! 
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Chinua Achebe in Scandinavia 

1. Achebe Reading to his Swedish Audience 
(ed. Raoul Granqvist) 

[Achebe chose to read the same passages from his Anthills and and a couple of poems at all the 
places he visited. This recording was made in Stockholm on 24 November 1988] 

Achebe reading in Umeå. Photo: Mikael Lundgren 

It is a great honour to receive attention from people who might have better things to 
do. So I like to begin these events by expressing my thanks and I hope we will be 
friends from beginning to end. What I like to do is to read to you two passages 
from my novel Anthills of the Savannah. Since the publication of the book, I h ave 
come to feel that I could easily have titled it, instead of Anthills of the Savannah, 
"The Poet and the Emperor." One of the ideas of the story is to explore the prob
lematic relationship between the artist, the poet, and authority. 

Today at the university [Stockholm] I told the story of how on one of my pre
vious visits here, some time in the 1970's, a Swedish journalist and writer looked 
at us Africans, there were three of us at the time at this meeting, and he said: "You 
fellows are lucky, you do not know how lucky you are, your governments put you 
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in prison. Here in Sweden nobody puts us in prison, nobody even takes any notice 
of what we do or say!" 

Well, we understood that he was a very provocative kind of person, and was 
apt to say things like that. But we looked at ourselves, you know, with new eyes, 
after he had said this. Because we had not thought we were very lucky, and so we 
more or less apologized to him as we must do, as you must do if you suddenly find 
yourself luckier than other people. You have to apologize, and then I began to think 
about what he had said. And it was not as provocative as it first sounded. I thought 
there was in fact some very profound grain of truth in what he was saying. I do not 
what the situation is in Sweden, or was, but it seemed to me he was hinting at was 
something very fundamental, the relationship between the poet and the emperor. 

This is a relationship which must occupy, must concern every writer, every 
artist. And it is very central to what I was trying to do in my latest novel Anthills of 
the Savannah. It is the relationship between the artist and authority. And this rela
tionship has always been problematic. It has to be, I think, if it is not then some
thing is wrong. Because there is no way the poet and the emperor can have the 
same agenda. If they do then there is something wrong somewhere. And so what 
my Swedish friend said was in fact very, very important indeed. 

Now, I think that what I will do is read one section of this story which has to 
do with this issue of the poet and authority, and also which raises the wider issue of 
the nature of the story. The nature of what we do. I regard myself as a story teller. 
You can call me a novelist if you like, but the way I see work, myself, is in the 
tradition of the story tellers of the past. And the story teller is bound to have prob
lems with, not just the emperor as one person, as a king, as a president, but empe
ror in the many manifestations of power. For instance, society itself, can pressure, 
can begin to act as the emperor on the poet. ... 

The first passage [that I am going to read] is a speech made by an old man, 
who in the traditional sense, also could be called a poet. He is a leader, in his own 
right, and he has come from the remote and draught-stricken northern province 
called Abazon in this story. He has come with a small delegation from there to the 
capital, Bassa, to a meeting with the leader of the country, the president, to plead 
for help in their affliction. Unfortunately, this province had offended the president 
in the past, offended the emperor, by voting "No" when the emperor wanted them 
to vote "Yes." The emperor wanted to be declared President for Life, and three of 
provinces said "yes,"but this fourth province said "no." And as happens in this 
kind of situation on our continent, the president showed his displeasure in concrete 
terms. He ordered the stoppage of a programme to give water to this province. So 
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they are now suffering, and that is why at long last this leader comes to the capital 
with a plea to the president. 

There is also another poet, called Ikem; this time a poet in the modern sense of 
the word. He is both a journalist, editor of a newspaper, and a poet. We see him 
also having difficulties with authority. So you have these two poets: the traditional 
poet who in some parts of Africa would be called a griot, and then a modern poet. 
Now before reading, I think I should say one other thing. This delegation has visit
ed the palace and the members of their community living in the capital are giving a 
little party in the evening for the delegation from the draught-stricken province. This 
is where the action is. Before the elder begins to speak, the master of ceremonies 
had been talking about the younger poet [Ikem], the editor of the newspaper, criti
cizing him. He is saying to him: "You are a very important man, you are one of 
those that can talk to the government. You are close to power, and yet you don't 
come to our meetings. We don't see you in our meetings. You are depriving us of 
the benefit." And he is going on and on and on, putting the man in a defensive po
sition. The old man does not like this, so he gets up and stops this attack and says 
that it is enough. And then he begins to speak: 

"I have heard what you have said about this young man, Osodi, whose 
doings are known everywhere and fill our hearts with pride. Going to meet
ings and weddings and naming ceremonies of one's people is good. But dont 
forget that our wise men have said also that a man who answers every sum
mons by the town-crier will not plant corn in the fields. So my advice to you 
is this. Go on with your meetings and marriages and naming ceremonies be
cause it is good to do so. But leave this young man alone to do what he is 
doing for Abazon and for the whole ofKangan; the cock that crows in the 
morning belongs to one household but his voice is the property of the neigh
bourhood. You should be proud that this bright cockerel that wakes the whole 
village comes from your compound." 

. . . "If your brother needs to journey far across the Great River to find 
what sustains his stomach, do not ask him to sit at home with layabouts 
scratching their bottom and smelling the finger. I never met this young man 
before this afternoon when he came looking for us at the compound of the Big 
Chief. I had never met him before; I have never read what they say he writes 
because I do not know ABC. But I ha ve heard of all the fight he has fought 
for poor people in this land. I would not like to hear that he has given up that 
fight because ge wants to attend naming ceremony of Okeke's son and 
Mgbafo's daughter. 

"Let me ask a question. How do we salute our fellows when we come in 
and see them massed in assembly so huge we cannot hope to greet the one by 
one, to call each man by his title? Do we not say: To everyone his due? Have 
you thought what a wise practice our fathers fashioned out of those simple 
words? To every man his own! To every one his chosen title! We can all see 



how that handful of words can save us from the ache of four hundred hand
shakes and the headache of remembering a like multitude of praise-names. But 
it does not end there. It is saying to us: Every man has what is his; do not by
pass him to enter his compound. . . 

"It is also like this (for what is true comes in different robes). . . Long 
before sunrise in the planting or harvesting season; at that time when the sleep 
binds us with sweetness more than honey itself ', the bush-owl will suddently 
startle the farmer with her scream: o-o-i! o-o-i! o-o-i! in the stillness and chill 
of the grassland. I ask you, does the farmer jump up at once with heavy eyes 
and prepare for the fields or does he scream back to the bush-fowl: Shut up! 
Who told you the time? You have never hoed a cassava ridge in your life nor 
planted one seed of millet. No! If he is farmer who means to prosper he will 
not challenge the bush-fowl; he will not dispute the battle-cry; he will get up 
and obey. 

"Have you thought about that? I tell you it is the way the Almighty has 
divided the work of the world. Everyone and his own! The bush-fowl, her 
work; the farmer, his. 

"To some of us the Owner of the World has apportioned the gift to tell 
their fellows that the time to get up has finally come. To others He gives the 
eagerness to rise when they hear the call; to rise with racing blood. . . [sic] to 
engage the invading enemy boldly in battle. And then there are those others 
whose part is to wait and when the struggle is ended, to take over and recount 
its story. 

"The sounding of battle-drum is important; the fierce waging of the war 
itself is important; and the telling of the story afterwards - each is important in 
its own way. I tell you there is not one of them we could do without. But if 
you ask me which of them takes the eagle-feather I will say boldly: the story. 
Do you hear me? Now, when I was younger, if you had asked me the same 
question I would have replied without a pause: the battle. But age gives to a 
man some things with the right hand even as its takes away others with the 
left. The torrent of an old man's water may no longer smash into the bole of 
the roadside tree a full stride away as it once did but fall around his feet like a 
woman's; but in return the eye of his mind is given wing to fly away beyound 
the familiar sights of the homestead.... 

"So when do I say that the story is chief among his fellows? The same 
reason I think that our people sometimes will give the name Nkolika to their 
daughters - Recalling-Is-Greatest. Why? Because it is only the story can con
tinue beyond the war and the exploits of brave fighters. It is the story, not the 
others, that saves our progeny from blundering like blind beggars into spikes 
of the cactus fence. The story is our escort; without it, we are blind. Does the 
blind man own his escort? No, neither do we the story; rather it is the story 
that owns us and directs us. It is the thing that makes us different from cattle; 
it is the mark on the face that sets one people apart from their neighbours. 

". .. So the arrogant fool who sits astride the story as though it were a 
bowl offoo-foo set before him by his wife understands little about the world. 
The story will roll him into a ball, dip him in the soup and swallow him first. I 
tell you he is like the puppy who swings himself around and farts into the 
blazing fire with the aim to put it out. Can he? No, the story is everlasting . . . 
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Like fire, when it is not blazing it is smouldering under its own ashes or 
sleeping and resting inside its flint-house. 

"When we are young and without experience we all imagine that the 
story of the land is easy, that every one of us can get up and tell it. But that is 
not so. True, we all have our little scraps of tale bubbling in us. But what we 
tell is like the middle of a mighty boa which a foolish forester mistakes for a 
tree trunk and settles upon to take his snuff. . . Yes, we lay into our little tale 
with wild eyes and a vigorous tongue. The, one day Agwu comes along and 
knocks it out of our mouth and our jaw out of shape for our audacity and 
hands over the story to a man of his choice . . . Agwu does not call a meeting 
to choose his seers and diviners and artists; Agwu, the god of healers; Agwu, 
brother to Madness! But though born from the same womb he and Madness 
were not created by the same chi. Agwu is the right hand a man extends to his 
fellows; Madness, the forbidden hand. Madness unleashes and rides his man 
roughly into the wild savannah. Agwu possesses his .own just as securely but 
has him corralled to serve the compound. Agwu picks his disciple, rings his 
eye with white chalk and dips his tongue, willing or not, in the brew of 
prophecy ; and right away the man will speak and put head and tail back to the 
severed trunk of our tale. This miracle-man will amaze us because he may be a 
fellow of little account, not the bold warrior we all expect not even the war-
drummer. But in his new-found utterance our struggle will stand reincarnated 
before us. He is the liar who can sit under the thatch and see the moon hang
ing in the sky outside. Without stirring from his stool he can tell you how 
commoditites are selling in a distance market-place. His chalked eye will see 
every blow in the battle he never fought. . . . 

"I don't know why my tongue is crackling away tonight like a clay-bowl 
of ukwa seeds toasting over the fire; why I feel like a man who has been help
ed to lower a heavy load from off his head; and he straightens his neck again 
and shakes the ache from it. Yes, my children, I feel light-headed like one 
who has completed all his tasks and is ready [sic] and free to go. But I d on't 
want to leave thinking that any of you is being pushed away from his proper 
work, from the work his creator arranged with him before he set out for the 
world .... 

"When we were told two years ago that we should vote for the Big Chief 
to rule for ever and all kinds of people we had never seen before came running 
in and out of our villages asking us to say yes I t old my people: We have 
Osodi in Bassa. If he comes home and tells us that we should say yes we will 
do so because he is there as our eye and ear. I said: if what these strange peo
ple are telling us is true, Osodi will come or he will write in his paper and our 
sons will read it and know that it is true. But he did not come to tell us and he 
did not write it in his paper. So we knew that cunning had entered his talk. 

"There was another thing that showed me there was deception in the 
talk. The people who were running in and out and telling us to say yes came 
one day and told us that the Big Chief himself did not want to rule for ever but 
that he was being forced. Who is forcing him? I asked. The people, they re
plied. That means us? I asked, and their eyes shifted from side to side. And I 
knew finally that cunning had entered the matter. And 1 thanked them and they 
left. I called my people and said to them: The Big Chief doesn't want to rule 
for ever because he is sensible. Even when a man marries a woman he does 
not marry her for ever. One day one of them will die and the marriage will 
end. So my people and I s aid No. . . . 
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"But that was not the end. More shifting-eyes people came and said: 
Because you said no to the Big Chief he is very angry and has ordered all the 
water bore-holes they are digging in your area to be closed so that you will 
know what it means to offend the sun. You will suffer so much that in your 
next reincarnation you will need no one to tell you to say yes wathever the 
matter is clear to you or not.. .. 

"So we came to Bassa to say our own yes and perhaps the work on our 
bore-holes will start again and we will not all perish from the anger of the sun. 
We did not know before but we know now that yes does not cause trouble. 
We do not fully understand the ways of today yet but we are learning. A 
dancing masquerade in my town used to say: It is true I do not hear English 
but when they say Catch am nobody tells me to run away [sic].. .. 

So we are ready to learn new things and mend our old, useless ways. If 
you cross the Great River to marry a wife you must be ready for the risk of 
night journey by canoe ... I don't know whether the people we have come to 
see will listen to our cry for water or not. Sometime ago we were told that the 
Big Chief himself was planning to visit our villages and see our suffering. 
Then we were told again that he was not coming because he had just remem
bered that we had said no to him two years ago. So we said, if he will not 
come, let us go and visit him instead in his house. It is proper that a beggar 
should visist a king. When a rich man is sick a beggar goes to visit him and 
say sorry. When the beggar is sick, he waits to recover and then goes to tell 
the rich man that he has been sick. It is the place of the poor man to make a 
visit to the rich man who holds the yam and the knife. ... 

"Whether our coming to the Big Chiefs compund will do any good or 
not we cannot say. We did not see him face to face becasue he was talking to 
another Big Chief like himself who is visiting from another country. But we 
can go back to our people and tell them that we have struggled for them with 
what remaining strength we have . . . Once upon a time the leopard who had 
been trying for a long time to catch the tortoise finally chanced upon him on a 
solitary road. "Aha," he said; "at long last! Prepare to die." And the tortoise 
said: "Can I ask one favour before you kill me?" The leopard saw no harm in 
that and agreed. "Give me a few moments to prepare my mind," the tortoise 
said. Again the leopard saw no harm in that and granted it. But instead of 
standing still as the leopard had expected the tortoise went into strange action 
on the road, scratching with hands and feet and throwing sand furiously in all 
directions. "Why are you doing that?" asked the puzzled leopard. The tortoise 
replied: "Because even after I am dead I would want anyone passing by this 
spot to say, yes, a fellow and his match struggled here." 

"My people, that is all we are doing now. Struggling. Perhaps to no 
purpose except that those who come after will be able to say: "True, our 
fathers were defeated but they tried." [Anthills of the Savannah, New York: 
Anchor Press, pp. 112-118] 

The next passage has more action in it. It also uses what we call Pidgin En
glish. I have been told by my translators in Denmark and Norway that they have 
found no way of conveying Pidgin into Danish or Norwegian. But I hope you will 
make out what is going on here. What has happened is that the young poet, Ikem, 
the editor who was at the meeting, goes back to his car and finds a police motor
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cycle put in front of it, so that he cannot come out. He is not arrested, but he is or
dered to visit the [Traffic] Police Station. He does what many people would do in 
our society, he calls the boss. So when he gets there, the whole story changes. 
The poor constable who had arrested him now gets into trouble. 

When Ikem got to his parked car, outside the big iron archway on which 
HARMONEY HOTEL shone in fluorescent letters he found a huge police 
motor cycle parked in such a way behind it as, quite clearly, to prevent its 
moving out. As he looked around in surprise a police constable stepped out of 
the shadows and asked: 

"Na you get this car? - Yes, anything the matter? - Why you no put 
parking light?" 

Parking light. That was a new one. He had never been asked about 
parking light in Bassa before. But never mind. 

"Well, I didn't see any need. With all this light around," he said, waving 
his hand in the air [sic]. - "So when you see electric for somebody's wall it 
follow say you no go put your parking light? What section of Traffic Law be 
that one? - It is a matter of common sense I would think [sic]. - Common 
sense! So me self I no get common sense; na so you talk. OK, Mr. Common-
sense, make I see your particulars. " 

A number of people had come out of the hotel premises to watch the 
palaver and were joined by a few passers-by on the road. Very soon every 
Abazon man still around had joinded the scene and the Master of Ceremonies 
stepped forward and asked the police-man if he did not know the Editor of the 
National Gazette. 

"I no know am! Na sake of editor he come abuse me when I de do my 
work. He can be editor for his office not for road."- "He no abuse you. I de 
here all the time," said one bystander. - "Make you shut your smelling mouth 
there, Mr. Lawyer. Abi you want come with me for Charge Office to explain? 
You no hear country? Oga, I want to see your particulars. Na you people de 
make the law na you dey break am. " 

Without uttering another word Ikem produced his papers and handed 
over to the policeman. 

"Wey your insurance?"- "That's what you are looking at." 
He opened a notebook, placed it on the bonnet of the car and began to 

write, now and again referring to Ikem s documents. The growing crowd of 
specators stood in silence in a circle around the car and the chief actors, the 
policeman playing his role of writing down somebody's fate with the self-
important and painful slowness of half-literacy .. .At long last he tore out a 
sheet of his note-paper and handed it like a death warrant to Ikem. 

"Come for Traffic Office for Monday morning, eight o'clock sharp. If 
you do not come or come late you de go answer for court. Kabisa."- "Can I 
have my papers back?" 

The policeman laughed indulgently at this clever-stupid man. "That 
paper wey I give you just now na your cover till Monday. If any police ask 
you for particulars show am that paper. And when you come for Monday 
make you bring am." 



He folded Ikem's documents and put them with his notebook into his 
breast pocket and buttoned down the flap with the flourish of judge's gavel 

The Master of Ceremonies was boiling into another protest but Ikem 
made the sign of silence to him - a straight finger across sealed lips, and then 
swung the same finger around to hint at the law officer's holster. 

"Don't provoke a man doing his duty. The police have something they 
call accidental discharge." 

"No be me go kill you, my friend." 
This retort was made frontally to Ikem. With a strange expression of 

mockery and hatred on his face the policeman mounted his heavy machine and 
roared away.. . . 

Monday morning at the Traffic Police Office. Ikem had decided to do 
what he rarely did - use his clout. There were more important things to do 
with his time than engage in fisticuffs with a traffic warden. So he had tele
phoned the Superintendent of Traffic from his office and made an appointment 
for nine-thirty. 

There was a senior officer waiting for him at the Desk Sergeant's front 
room who took him straight into the Superintendendent's office. 

"I never meet you before in person, sir "said the Superintendent spring
ing out from behind his massive wooden desk. "Very pleased to meet you sir 
... I was expecting a huge fellow like this, you know [sic]". . . . 

"No, I am quite small. Anyone who feels like it can actually beat me up 
easily." 

"Oh no. The pen is mightier than the sword. With one sentence of your 
sharp pen you can demolish anybody. Ha ha ha ha ha. I respect your pen, sir 
. . . What can I do for you, sir. I know you are a busy man and don't want to 
waste your time." 

As Ikem told his story he thought he saw something like relief spreading 
through the man's face. 

"Is that all? You shouldn't have come all this way for that. You should 
have told me on the phone and I s hould have asked the stupid fellow to bring 
your particulars himself to you and to stay there and wash your car before 
coming back. These boys have no common sense." 

"Well, I suppose he was only doing his job" 
"What kind of nonsense job is that? To go about contravening important 

people." 
He slapped his open palm on the buzzer with such violence that the 

orderly who scampered in from the outer office was confusedly straightening 
his cap, holding his loose belt and attempting a salute at the same time. 

"Go and bring me at once everybody who was on road duty on Saturday 
night." 

"Sorry, it was Friday night," said Ikem. 
"Sorry, Friday" Everybody here on time. Except those on beat . . . 

Again Mr. Osodi, I must apologize to you for this embarrassment." 
"No problem, Superintendent." . . . 
At that point eight worried constables were marched in. Ikem spotted his 

man at once but decided that even engaging his eye would be a mark of 
friendship. They saluted and stood stock-still, their worried eyes aloen swiv
elled around like things with a life of their own. 
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The Superintendent gazed at them in turn without saying a word. In his 
code they were all guilty at this stage. 

"Do you know this gentleman?" 
They all shook their heads. 
"How you go know!" Stupid ignoramuses. Who contravened him on 

Friday night. ..." 
"Na me, sir." 
"Na you! You no know who this man be? But how you go know? When 

you no de read newspaper. You pass standard six self?" 
"Yes sir." 
"Na lie! Unless nafree primary you pass. This man is Mr. Osodi, the 

Editor of the National Gazette. Everybody in the country knows him except 
you. So you carry your stupid nonsense and go contravene a man of such 
calibre. Tomorrow now if he takes up his pen to lambast the Police you all go 
begin complain like monkey wey im mother die . . . Go and bring his partic
ulars here one time, stupid yam-head." 

The poor fellow scampered out of the room. 
"Now all of you listen well. You see this man here, make una look im 

face well well. If any of you go out tomorrow and begin to fool around his car 
I go give the person proper gbali-gbali. You understand?" 

"Yes sir." 
Nonsense police. You think na so we do am come reach superintendent. 

Tomoow make you go contravene His Excellency for road and if they ask you 
you say no know am before. Scallywags. Fall out!" [118-121) 

I think I should read you something in my language. There is a poem which I 
wrote when a very close friend of mine, and one of Africa's finest poets, 
Cristopher Okigbo, was killed in the Biafran war in 1968.1 wrote a poem which I 
called "A Wake for Kebo"[?]. In traditional Igbo society if somebody died, 
especially if somebody died prematurely, a young man or a young woman, 
members of the age grade, the age set, would go around the village singing and 
searching for this person, they do not accept the death, they think it is a joke, they 
think that the person is hiding. And so they will go through the entire village, 
asking him or her to come back, to come out of hiding. And it is only when they 
have done this and gone round the entire town that they finally accept the death. 
[Achebe reads first in English, then in Igbo] 

There is another last poem that I will read, also in the Igbo language. This one 
has no translation. Another title I could have given my novel has to do with story, I 
could have called it "The story of stories." The importance of telling a story, as you 
have heard in the passage I read, is one of th e themes that excercise my mind; the 
importance of the story, and the place of the story in our history; the importance of 
the storyteller and the relationship between him and authority. 
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[So] it is about a storyteller. It is called "The Story That Turned the World 
Upside Down." I also base the format of [this poem] on a traditional song. [It] 
comes from a story we use to sing which is very interesting because it is a succes
sion of accidents, each one growing, each one slightly bigger than the one before. 
So you have this cumulative effect, the thing is growing incrementally by one action 
following another. And it goes on and on and on until the entire world is engulfed 
in this. The world is in fact destroyed by this thing. And it begins in a little, a very 
small way. 

Now, this is how it started: the animals are sitting round a fire telling stories. 
And it is the turn of the tiniest of the creatures known in Igbo folklore, the tiniest 
ant. It is called Danda, that is his name. And he gets up to tell his story - and as 
storytellers can also be boastful, as you have probably noticed already this evening, 
this Danda is recalling his ancestors, [and is] boasting about the kind of yam that 
grows in his mother's place. They are as big as his arm. And in his father's place as 
big as his legs. And the cock, looking at this tiny, almost invisible creature, 
boasting about the size of his arm and leg, begins to laugh at the ant and to make 
derisive laughter. Not because [there] was a joke in the story, [but] he was making 
fun of the ant and, you know, [it] is not allowed to ridicule a story teller. That is 
what the cock has done. And so naturally he is punished. He laughs so much that 
he falls off his chair into the fire and burns his mouth. The mouth that laughed. And 
so he rushes off to the back of the house to see if he could cool off the burning 
mouth. And the cocoa yam has a flower which is very juicy and very cool, so he 
decides to . . . pierce this flower to cool his mouth. But he did not know that the 
fly was there washing his hands. So he pierces the fly's belly, and the fly flies off 
in agony, blinded by pain and ends up in the nostril of tortoise. Now that is very 
dangerous, because tortoise is the centre of story. The Igbo people say if tortoise 
has not arrived, the story has not started. And tortoise has a very high opinion of 
himself, too, and to see the fly enter his nose that is an abomination. So he does 
something about it, and then it goes on and on and on to the end. It grows incre
mentally until the very end when the whole universe is in commotion, the whole 
world is upside down. There are earth quakes, and winds and floods, and the sun 
falls off from the sky into the ocean. At this final stage now the woodpecker, sitting 
at the top of a very very tall tree, seeing all of this, takes up his flute and sings. 
Even the end of the world needs a song, and he sings about the end of the world. 
But he began with storytelling about small things. So what you hear in the end is 
the pecking of the woodpecker, as he sings the dirge of the world. Like the dirge 
on Christopher Okigbo. [Achebe reads the poem in Igbo] Thank you! 
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2. Achebe Lecturing 

"Myth and Power: The Hidden Power of Igbo Women" 

[Achebe gave this lecture at Umeå University on 19 October 1988] 

The subject of women is something which I have thought about for some time, it is 
also something which features strongly in my latest novel [Anthills of the Savan
nah]. The most important character in that novel is a woman, and at the end of the 
story this woman is the centre of hope for the future. 

And so I am going to talk to you on something I call "Myth and History : The 
Hidden Power of Igbo Women." Well, I am myself an Igbo, and the basic culture, 
the basic traditional African culture out of which I work is Igbo. Although you can 
also say it is African. There are many, many similarities with other cultures on the 
continent. But it is Igbo basically that I am working from. That is the language I 
spoke before I learned to speak English, and it is the culture that constitutes the base 
of my own thinking. And so it is the power of Igbo women in this culture that I am 
going to talk about. 

In 1970 [1971] a European woman, she is called Iris Andreski, published a 
book out of her experience in Ibibio-land. Ibibio-land is not exactly Igbo-land, but 
it is quite close. The Ibibio are next door to the Igbo. So for practical purposes you 
can just take it as the same people that we are talking about. 

She called this book Old Wives' Tales and it was a bold attempt to present co
lonialism in favourable light. This is a short quote from this book: 

The British administration not only safeguarded women from the worst ty
rannies of their masters. It also enabled them to make their long journeys to 
farm or market without armed guard, secure from the menace of hostile 
neighbours.1 

What she is trying to do in th is book is to show that whatever the man might 
say about European colonialism, the women were all for it. As a matter of fact she 
goes on to accuse African novelists in particular. And I think when I read between 
the lines I could see myself as in fact the main target. She accuses us of romanti
cizing the African and excoriating the European, as she said, in the colonial situa
tion. And she is saying that this is the men; the women have a different opinion. 
She tells us that while her anthropologist husband carried out his field work among 
the Ibibio she herself conducted her own investigation with elderly women, and she 

1 The quote can be found in Chinua Achebe's essay "Colonialist Criticism." See his Hopes and 
Impediments: Selected Essays 1965-1987 (London: Heinemann, 1988), 47 
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also tells us that another European woman, a Mrs Talbot, a couple of generations 
past, had done the same thing.1 She had worked with the women while her hus
band worked with the British administration. And this earlier woman had written 
about her experiences and had told how Ibibio women would come secretly to re
port their husbands' cruelties to the white district officer. 

Now I have no wish to dispute what Andreski heard, or thought she heard, 
from the women in the 1960's. . . . You see our people have a proverb saying: "If 
the alligator comes out of the water and tells you that the crocodile is sick, you are 
in not position to dispute it." That is the proverb. But I myself would say : "Well, I 
would not dispute it, but I would not go swimming simply on the basis of that sto
ry. I would listen to it, but I would not go swimming simply because the alligator 
says it is safe." So I am not disputing what these two women heard, or what they 
thought they heard. But I do say that the history of Africa is too complex to be en
compassed in the format of an "old wife's tale." 

You see, what she did ? She went and asked the old African women. Tell me 
about this and that, and so on! To ask an old African woman what she rembember-
ed of old Africa would in fact take us no further than say the 1850's. If we add to it 
the memory of her mother and grandmother and great grandmother, we might go as 
far back as 1750. That is still not very far. At that time Africa had already been de
vastated. 

Now, let me digress! There is a kingdom in Nigeria called the kingdom of 
Benin. This kingdom was described in very glowing, very favourable terms by 
visiting Europeans in the 1600's. They say for example that the houses and streets 
compared favourably with Amsterdam. Then 250 years later this same city of Benin 
was called by the English "The City of Blood." And the British set about destroying 
it. What was it that happened to Benin between 1600 and 1850, that quarter of a 
millennium? To turn it from this city that could be compared with Amsterdam to a 
city of blood that deserved to be destroyed? 

I think that the most important thing that happened in that period is the Atlantic 
slave-trade. This is only a digression, but I think that the point I want to make is 
that if you really want to know what old Africa was, we must be prepared to dig 
deep. Really deep! We must move beyond the hiatus of the slave trade, we must 
somehow outflank the lacuna in the memory. We must seek some of the answers in 
myths and proverbs and legends and fables and customs and ceremonies. 

1 The full reference is: D. Amauray Talbot, Women's Mysteries of a Primitive People, the Ibibios 
of Southern Nigeria . . . London: Cassell and Co.: 1915 
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Now, in case any one should think that I am holding brief for Africa in its 
treatment of women I wish to read two short excerpts from this novel Anthills of the 
Savannah. 7Tiough this is fiction, the thoughts expressed in these particular pas
sages are pretty close to my own thinking and of course I have always believed that 
good fiction can contain more truth than mere fact. 

Photo: Mikael Lundgren 

Now this passage is a discussion of the role and the place of the woman in 
African society, and it comes from one of the chief characters in the story who is a 
poet. He has written a letter - a kind of love letter - to another character in the story 
and in this letter he is discussing his new attitude to the place and the role of the 
woman. And he is relating this to tradition, to what our ancestors said and thought 
about woman. 

The original oppression of Woman was based on prude denigration. She 
caused Man to fall. So she became a scapegoat. No, not a scapegoat which 
might be blameless but a culprit richly deserving of whatever suffering Man 
chose thereafter to heap on her. That is Woman in the Book of Genesis. Out 
here, our ancestors, without the benefit of hearing about the Old Testament, 
made the very same story differing only in local colour. At first the Sky was 
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very close to the Earth. But every evening Woman cut off a piece of the Sky 
to put in her soup pot or, as in another version, she repeatedly banged the top 
of her pestle carelessly against the Sky whenever she pounded the millet or, 
as in yet another rendering - so prodigious is Man's inventiveness, she wiped 
her kitchen hands on the Sky's face. Whatever the detail of Woman's provo
cation, the Sky finally moved away in anger and God with it.1 

Before I read the second passage from the book I wish to present to you an
other Igbo myth of origins. These are myths of how the world was made. This one 
attempts, even more crudely than the passage I have just read, to explain the denial 
of political power of women. It goes like this: 

In the beginning Chukwu put women in charge of the affairs of their society. 
Then one day a dispute with a neighbouring clan turned to war. The women 
marched out and completely vanquished the enemy, but something ruined 
their joy in victory. And they wept bitterly as they returned home from the 
battle field. Chukwu hearing their lamentation wanted to know what the 
matter was. The women replied "We failed to kill all of the enemy, one of 
them escaped and ran away." - "Is that why you are crying?" asked Chukwu. 
"Yes", replied the women. "We meant to kill all of th em, to wipe them out." 
So Chukwu said to himself: "I think I should try the men." So he gave power 
to men to manage the affairs of society. In due course a war developed with 
another clan, the men marched out and fought victoriously and set out for 
home, making music and dancing. Chukwu asked what the noisy jubilation 
was about and the men replied: "We conquered the enemy, and killed one of 
their number." So God pondered his creation, and ruled that men should 
control the world because of their kindly disposition. 

Well, there is no question, then, that in traditional Igbo society the men, like 
their fellows everywhere else, created explanatory myths and ideologies to keep 
women out of political power. They went further to buttress these masculine pre
cepts with stern effective practices, such as barring the women from membership of 
the secret societies ... which enforced political decisions when necessary. So man 
is unquestionably the boss. But the Igbo sensibility has never been comfortable 
with anything so absolute and clear cut. Man is boss, but. . . . Because the Igbo 
have this idea of reality that nothing can be absolute. They say that if one thing 
stands here, another thing will stand beside it. "Wherever something stands, there 
something else will stand." That is one of the fundamental precepts of Igbo 
thought. 

Let me read the remaining section of this passage. We talked about the chau
vinism of the Old Testament. 

1 Anthills of the Savannah (Anchor Press: New York, 1988), 89 
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The New Testament required a more enlightened, more refined, more loving 
even, strategy. ... So the idea came to Man to turn his spouse into the very 
Mother of God, to pick her up from right under his foot where she'd been 
since Creation, and carry her reverently to a nice, corner pedestal. Up there, 
her feet completely off the ground she will be just as irrelevant to the practical 
decisions of running the world as she was in her bad old days. The only 
difference is that now Man will suffer no guilt feelings; he can sit back and 
congratulate himself on his generosity and gentlemanliness. 

Meanwhile our ancestors out here, unaware of the New Testament, were 
working out independently a parallel subterfuge of their own. Nneka, they 
said. Mother is supreme. Let us keep her in reserve until the ultimate crisis 
arrives and the waist is broken and hung over the fire, and the palm bears its 
fruit at the tail of its leaf. Then, as the world crashes around Man's ears, 
Woman in her supremacy will descend and sweep the sharves together. (Ant
hills, 89; 

Sweet words, you might say. The kind of humbug for which men are noto
rious. Maybe, but I believe that in this case there may be just a little something in it, 
there may be just a little meaning that is more than mere deception. If so - what is it? 

First of a ll - what does politics, we are talking about political power - what 
does politics entail in the traditional Igbo village? It suddenly was not the all en
veloping phenomenon that modern politics tends to be. Igbo societies emphasized 
decentralization of authority, and the distribution of power across a broad social 
front. Elders, titled men, priests, doctors, age grades, and so on. Now, where 
power is so diffuse, the possibility of a concensus to use it oppressively is also 
limited. 

But what is more important and quite concrete was the role of the women in 
the economic domain. It is true that men owned the yam, "the king of crops," but 
yam was a monarch whose reign was more visible in metaphor than in reality. In 
traditional Igbo menu this crop yam was eaten only once a day, in the afternoon, 
morning and evening meals were supplied from women's crops, cassava and coco 
yam etc. Sheep and goats may belong to men, but poultry which is more numerous 
and more easily disposable belong to women. And then the most important factor of 
all - the market place. The market place was the domain of the women in traditional 
Igbo society. In these markets the women brought and sold their agricultural 
commodities, their crafts, pottery and so on, the fruits of their loom, such domestic 
industries as soap making from palm oil and pot ash. These markets turned out to 
be not merely places for buying and selling. But formed a complex, massive net
work of contacts and information which could be put to other uses when the need 
arose. 

The importance of the traditional market in Igbo land can be illustrated by a 
major upheaval which took place in my village in the early years of this century. 
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The British administration had conferred the title of Warrant Chief on one of t he 
citizens of this town. This man was acceptable to the British because he was very 
visible, he had worked with the Church Missionary Society, he had worked with 
the Royal Niger Company - the traders, and he had worked with the Royal Niger 
Constabulary - the soldiers, and so it was not surprising that the British saw him 
and selected him chief of the village. 

Now this man had the idea to move the market, the ancient market of the 
town, from its site to another more convenient site on a new road that had just been 
made by the British and also close to the Native Court where he presided. He 
wanted everything within his view you see. He made one mistake which is that he 
did not tell the women about this, and even worse, he did not tell the God who 
owned the market. The market really belonged to one of the divinities in the village, 
called Udu. And so he moved the market. The women went to consult the God as 
they normally did every year, saying "Are we going to have a good year, or what?" 
And the God said "How can you have a good year when you let my market be 
taken somewhere that I do not know, I mean how can you come and ask me and 
talk to me about a good year?" So the women went back and said "We are not going 
to move this market." So there was a big crisis and the Chief arrested the leaders of 
the women, two of them, and put them in prison. In fact, he took them across the 
river, the River Niger, and put them in prison for fourteen days. 

Now then all the women moved en masse from my town ten miles to Onitsha 
and sat on the bank of the River Niger for the fourteen days that their leaders were 
in prison. And when they were released they carried them shoulder high and chant
ing songs of defiance. So the British district officer knew that there was trouble. 
Trouble was brewing in that part of the district. So he went over to investigate and, 
to cut a long story short, the market was returned to its original site. 

This event took place around 1906. You will not find any mention of it in the 
history books. But some twenty years later in 1929 there was a huge revolt in that 
same part of Nigeria. But now involving practically the whole of eastern Nigeria. 
This one you will find in history books. This was a revolt of the women. It is called 
in the British history books "The Women's Riot." But you see it was more than a 
riot really, it was more like war.1 And it was so big that it stopped the British in 
their tracks. They said "O.K. We really do not know this at all, let us find out about 
it." And in the typical British fashion, they set up a Royal Commission of Inquiry 
into these disturbances and told their district officers and residents to suspend all 
action on the indirect rule policy which had been promulgated, and they went back 

1 Cf. Anthills, p. 84 
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to the drawing board, as it were, and studied these people, and then came up with 
something different. 

There is an account of the solidarity of the women written by a very powerful 
British woman called Margery Perham. Dame Margery Perham. She is reporting in 
a book she published on this subject some years later. This is what she said: 

When the character of the riots themselves is revealed the overwhelming im
pression is of the vigour and solidarity of the women. Men occasionally made 
a flickering appearance in the background, but they seem with a few excep
tions to have stood completely on one side, passive if consenting parties to the 
extraordinary behaviour of their wives. The women's organisations into 
societies and age groups, their concentration in markets and wide dispersal 
along the trade routes are factors which may help to account for their rapid 
mobilisation over two provinces.1 

That was around 1929. Then thirty years later still the women in this same 
area, eastern Nigeria, but particularly in the Igbo areas, rose again against authority, 
the year was 1958. And ironically this time the government in power was no longer 
British but African. This is the beginning of independence. The leader of this gov
ernment was no lesser a person than the charismatic Azikwe, whose grass roots 
popularity has never been equalled by any other Nigerian politican. Now, what was 
the problem this time? 

The problem was that the government, this government, this African govern
ment of Azikwe had wrecklessly, as it turned out, promised and introduced free 
primary education for the children of eastern Nigeria. Actually they were advised by 
professional people that they could not do it, but they went ahead anyway to pro
mise. And then they discovered that they could not carry this through, but instead of 
coming out and saying to people: "Look, we have made a mistake, we cannot really 
do this," they did what politicians normally do, they said: "Now, we have abol
ished school fees, but we are going to introduce something called assumed local 
contribution." And presumably by calling it a different name and asking for a little 
more money, people would not notice. But they did! The people saw it as a brazen 
breach of promise. The women came out again, they declared war on the new po
litical class, and brought the region to a virtual standstill. As the violence spread, the 
British, the last British Governor General, dispatched federal police to the region to 
restore order. And the regional House of Assembly was convened in emergency 
session. The government was in real trouble, and it had to retract, to withdraw, and 
reduce, drastically, the fees that children had to pay. 

1 The quote is based on Achebe's reading 
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The leader of the government knew that [if] thousands of women from the 
outline districts were to converge into the city on one train there could be trouble, so 
he convinced one ofihe most popular ministers to go and meet them before they got 
to the capital. They listened to him, quite politely, they listened to him and he talked 
and explained the problems of the government and the women understood and 
sympathized even and they said to the man, the minister, "Go and tell the Prime 
Minister: in future, before he does anything, he should tell us." That was all! They 
needed to be consulted. Now they understood the problems of the government, 
they understood; they were ready to cooperate. 

What emerges out of these three incidents which I have related to you? All in 
this century. Where the women in this culture have come out and stopped the 
government of the time because they did not approve of what was going on? And 
what was going on? Think! If you look at this carefully, the women were never 
really dealing alone with issues pertaining to women, they were dealing with issues 
pertaining to society. That is one of the interesting things about it. And so it is 
instructive to us, it should be instructive to us, because sometimes when you talk 
about women in Africa people in the West think that we need to come here to learn 
something about women's liberation. And I gave you an example of a sit-in which 
happened in 1906. The women in the village had never heard about America, and in 
any case sit-ins had not even came into existence in America by 1906. And so when 
we talk about women, being Supreme Mother, being supreme in this society, we 
are not inventing the role of woman (which I suggest in Anthills of the Savannah); 
this is not something which I am inventing out of fantasy, out of the air. It is some
thing that I have come to think about and believe in by studying what has happened 
in the recent history of my society. The challenge then which I see before women is 
to make their eruption into politics not an occurrence every twenty or thirty years, 
but perhaps an annual event, or perhaps a perennial - something that goes on all the 
time. Perhaps if they were to do this, then we would not come to those crisis points 
that in the past always brought women into the open. But certainly, I am not sug
gesting that women should latch on to some kind of confused feminism in the west! 
Thank you! 

"The African Writer as Historian and Critic of his Society" 

[Achebe gave this lecture at Umeå University on 20 October 1988] 

I was in Ireland early in the year with a number of writers from different parts of the 
world. We had been invited by the Irish Arts Council to join Irish fellow writers in 
celebrating the millennium of Dublin. And in the discussion that took place I was 
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amazed how many of the writers and critics had settled for the idea that literature 
really is not a function of history, of society. That it is too political to think of 
literature to have that kind of relationship. Fortunately I was the last speaker in the 
three days (sometimes I am the first for accidents of the alphabet) [and] I was given 
the opportunity of listening to everybody before saying my say. What I am going to 
say this morning is really the substance of what I said then on this subject. The 
form it took, of course, was for me to describe for my colleagues my own percep
tion, the perceptions that underlie my own practice. Some of these perceptions 
come from social, historical sources, but that is not to deny the very strong personal 
individual element in creativity. 

Let me begin by describing my own cultural background which is Igbo. It is 
from the Igbo culture and history that I derive the primary element of my imp ulse to 
create. The Igbo people have an institution, or had, because it is no longer really 
alive; it is one of the casualties of change. But in the past the Igbo people had an 
institution which they called Mbari. Mbari is a celebration of art which was de
manded of the community from time to time by i ts presiding divinity. There are 
many gods in the Igbo pantheon. But one of the most, perhaps the most important 
god is the Earth Goddess Ani. And it was generally this goddess who would ask 
the community from time to time to celebrate in her honour. A celebration not just 
of art but a celebration of the world, the universe, in its immense and diverse 
wholeness, in sculpture and painting, wall painting. 

Every significant encounter that man makes in his journey through life, espe
cially every new, unaccustomed and thus threatening encounter, was quickly re
cognized and assigned a place in the Mbari phenomenon. For example when the 
colonialist made his appearance in the Igbo society in the alarming persona of the 
district officer, this personage was immediately given a seat among the customary 
images of Mbari. [There were] images of beast s, humans and gods. 

To the Igbo mentality art must therefore, among many other uses, provide 
safety like a lightning conductor, i.e. to channel the power, the destructive potential 
of lightning harmlessly to the ground. That is the way I think that they saw one of 
the uses of art. If something is likely to disrupt society or to destroy society, then 
art is one way in which that thing is guided safely into the ground. Its potential to 
destroy is contained. The Igbo insist that any presence which is ignored, which is 
shut out, which is denied celebration, becomes a focus for anxiety and disruption. 

Now, the celebration of Mbari was not blind adulation, it was not saying that 
the white district officer was a wonderful event, it was not even a matter for joy. 
But that was not the point, you do not only celebrate what you like. Sometimes in 
the Mbari display you would also find images of somebody who has been struck by 
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smallpox. Smallpox was fearful in those days, for it really had no cure. That was 
one of the worst diseases known to the Igbo people. So you might find a man 
shown in the sculpture and the wall painting with the spots of smallpox. Smallpox 
was then something feared but also celebrated in that display. You might even find 
[ a  r e n d e r i n g  o f ]  a  w o m a n  c o p u l a t i n g  w i t h  a  d o g ,  [ o r  o f ]  s o m e  t e r r i b l e  s c a n d a l ,  [ o f ]  

something that was hideous in their imagination. It was not a celebration of the 
beauty of the world; Mbari did not celebrate the perfect world but the world the 
community knew in reality and in imagination, with all its good points and its 
problems. 

Now I will not spend more time on this, but I think I should say something 
about the way this celebration was initiated. When the Earth Goddess says to the 
community through divination "it is time to have a Mbari," the priest of the Goddess 
would go round the community knocking on doors, choosing the people who 
would enact this event. [They would be] men, women - ordinary men, ordinary 
women. Of course, the professional artists would be needed also. These people 
would then move out of the village into the forest. There they would make a clear
ing, they would build this temple with three sides like a stage. So you look into it 
and you see there are three walls, on the sides and on the back, and you are looking 
from one end. And then there will be steps all the way from the ground almost to 
the roof. And this whole place will be filled, absolutely filled to the brim with ob
jects of art which these people make in the course of their stay in the forest. Some
times it will be as long as one year, sometimes two years. They would be cut off 
from the village and they would be making these sculptures in mud and in wood 
and wall painting. So when they finish, this place will be an incredibly rich temple 
of created objects, of all kinds of shapes and forms. During all this time that this 
work is being done the village and this small community have had no contact what
soever. The people working on the art would be fed, they would be maintained by 
the village. The village would bring food and leave it somewhere for them every 
day, so they are really working for the village, but otherwise there is no contact 
until the work is finished. Then the village is told and they come. There is a big 
celebration of dancing and feasting. It is a very joyous occasion. And then that's it! 
This temple with all that work that took so many months, sometimes so many years 
to make, is not preserved as a museum, as a permanent place, a permanent temple. 
It is just for that celebration. That is all! Once the celebration takes place, the place 
is forgotten. People do not go back and say "Now, let me look at that." The place 
slowly decays. Then later on, maybe four - five years later, the Goddess will say 
again "it is time to have another celebration" and the process will start again. This 
time with a different set of people involved in making the art. 
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And so if you went to any community in the past you might find four, five or 
more Mbari houses, at various stages of decay, and at various different points in the 
forests surrounding the community. The first white people, the missionaries could 
not take their eyes off these things. And they could not understand it. Why did they 
not maintain the places? Why did they allow all this fine work to go to waste? 

Well, I think the Mbari phenomenon was making a number of very important 
statements in relation to art and we can look at a few of those. 

First, the creators of the images were not artists, in the sense in which we 
would say professional artists are - they were ordinary people, ordinary men and 
women, choosing to work in seclusion together with professional artists. 

Secondly, after the completion of the work and the celebration of the com
munity, the Mbari building and its vast treasure of art are abandoned to ruin and 
decay. Now the reason for this is that the perception of creativity is something 
which does not end, which is not finished, which has to go on, over and over a-
gain. There is no end to it. The concept of Igbo people about the creation of the 
world is of the same nature. The world was not made in one day or in six days. The 
world - the creation of the world - goes on. And God himself would invite other 
people to help in this continuing process of creation. He would invite mankind. For 
example, at some points men found out that he could not grow yams - the principal 
crop - because the soil was too soft. So they went back to God and said "What do 
we do?" And God said "go and call the blacksmiths who live over there, and they 
will bring their bellows and blow on the soil, and make it dry." You then found that 
agriculture was not possible without the intervention of people, of men and women. 
You also found that God at some point sent his daughter Idemili to go and deal with 
the problem of power. Man's archetype for power was such that God had to send 
his daughter to go and control this archetype that man developed to sit in authority 
over his fellows. So the idea of creation, or creativity, as a once and for all thing, is 
ruled out by the Igbo people. It has to go on all the time. Every generation has its 
part to play. Fine museums are wonderful, but they tend to fix art. The Igbo people 
wanted to avoid any fixation. 

Now, this is a very inadequate description of Mbari, but I define it as one 
component of my own inheritance, one of the sources from which I draw my ener
gy-

There is another inheritance that I have, which is very different from this. And 
this is my colonial inheritance. It is a very strange inheritance, but it is an inheri
tance all the same. Unlike Mbari, which I have just tried to talk about, this second 
inheritance did not try celebrate my world. On the contrary, it is a heritage of deni
gration, which is not to be wondered at. Colonization was a very complex affair. 
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You do not walk into a place, seize the land of the people and take over their history 
and sit back to celebrate them! If you did that you would be convicting yourself of 
banditry. So instead of celebrating, you denigrate them. You find excuses for your 
action. You would for instance construct very elaborate excuses to justify taking 
over this people and their property. You may say that the man [the African] is unfit 
to run himself and his affairs. Or perhaps that some of the gold and diamond they 
are cutting do not belong to anybody, they just happen to be lying around where he 
[the white man] is, and then of course you would say that the man is not fully 
human, like you are. In the 1870's, in case you think I am putting it too strongly, 
Durham university in England arranged to affiliate with the Fourah college, the el
dest university institution in West Africa, in Sierra Leone, to grant degrees. The 
editorial of the London Times was outraged by this proposal, and it asked Durham 
university whether it might next consider affiliating with the Zoo! That was in the 
1870's! 

Much later the great Albert Schweitzer - philosopher, theologian, missionary, 
doctor, humanitarian - everybody knows about Schweitzer, would agree that Afri
cans were his brothers, but he said "the black man is my junior brother." 

Now in between the London Times' s editorial and Schweitzer's confession, a 
lot of literature was made, most of it entirely of predictable offensiveness. But a few 
serious writers also contributed to this colonial genre. Among them Joseph Conrad 
and Joyce Cary, an Anglo-Irish district officer in Nigeria. The key issue in this 
literature of denigration is the inferiority of the colonized. 

So that is the kind of a ttitude out of which a lot of t his literature was made, 
much of it is not read today. Much of it is not really good literature, but somehow it 
survives. And even in Shakespeare's Caliban you will find these attitudes. And 
certainly, as I already said, in Conrad. In 1975 I gave a lecture in the university of 
Massachussetts, in what they called "The Chancellor's Lecture Series," and my 
subject was racism in Conrad. Many of my colleagues were outraged that anyone 
could find fault with A Heart of Darkness, the most popularly taught book of mod
ern fiction in their curriculum. It is called one of the greatest short stories ever 
written. I remember an old professor emeritus walking up to me and saying "How 
dare you!" But the evidence is there, it is staring you in the face, if you are prepared 
to see it. 

I was telling you about my visit to Dublin, [where] I talked about Conrad as 
an illustration, and Joseph Brodsky who was on the panel said "I do not see any 
racism there, perhaps prejudices, but then all of us a re prejudist." So I said "Yes, I 
know, you do not see it. This is why I am talking about it, if you saw it there 
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be no point talking about it. I raise it because intelligent and sensitive people like 
you who ought to see it, do not see it." 

So this is to show how strong this tradition is, this so-called other heritage 
which I came into before I began writing. When I refuse then to accept the notion of 
literature as something in the air, something that has no contact with my history or 
society, you can understand that for me literature is a very very real and concrete 
way to reply, to make a statement. I cannot accept the view that it can only be pri
vate, and lyrical and in the air. I believe that even poetry can, if it chooses, and if it 
has a talent, challenge itself to be communal and even activist. And I am not talking 
about propaganda, I am talking about literature. Agostinho Neto was a doctor in a 
poor suburb of Luanda in Angola, when Angola was still a Portuguese colony. He 
wrote poetry in his spare time, very delicate kind of poetry. Then one day after wit
nessing a particularly brutal action of the colonial regime, he wrote a poem which he 
addressed to his mother, in which he said "I wait no more, I am the awaited." He 
closed down his surgery and went into the bush, and of course became the leader of 
the guerilla movement against the Portuguese. We are told that as these guerillas 
fought with Agostinho Neto, they recited lines from his poetry. Such things are 
possible. Thank you! 
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3 . Achebe Answering Questions 
(ed. Raoul Granqvist) 
[This is a collage of "questions and answers" from recordings made at (four) public lectures given 
at both Umeå and Stockholm] 

The relationship Africa - Europe 

Are there tensions in Africa that depend on a reluctance to accept modernity, be
cause other - maybe traditional - values are stronger? 

Well, Africa is going through a very very difficult period. It is going through 
very very bad patch indeed. And one has noticed for instance that Europe has now 
tended to say: "Well, we cannot really do very much! Let's forget them. And leave 
them alone, they will not make it." There is just a bit of that and I hope I am not 
being unfair. Now, I do not think that is a just attitude. I do not think that it is a 
reasonable attitude. It is almost like what a friend of mine, who is a very distin
guished novelist from the Caribbean, told me about some problem he was having 
with his landlady in England, at the time when West Indians were all over the place. 
And this landlady would say: "Why do you people pick on us? Why do not some of 
you go to Italy?" Now, he would say that this lady obviously had no sense 
whatsoever of her own history. Why the blacks are not going to Italy, but are going 
to Britain - because Britain first went to the blacks. And sort of choosing this period 
to say "Well, why do you not go elsewhere," is really both unjust and ignorant. So 
the problem which is afflicting Africa cannot be shrugged off by Europe. This is 
really what I am saying. 

But that is as far as I go, because I must place much of the responsibility on 
ourselves, and I have done so. I wrote a political book, not a novel this time, in 
1983, when things really seemed to be going out of control in Nigeria. I wrote this 
essay called "The Trouble With Nigeria" and my theory is that the failure in Nigeria 
is basically a failure of leadership and I would say this is the case too with Africa 
generally. There are few exceptions, we have not really risen up to expectation in 
the kind of leadership we have had. 

Having said that we must also say that Africa has been particularly unfortu
nate. The combination of all kinds of factors, like draught - things that really no
body could be held accountable for, sort of coming together - the collapse of com
modity prices in the market, the high price of o il in the 70's which wiped out the 
economy of such countries as Tanzania, which at least had a plan. So you have to 
put that also into the equation, you have to put into the equation the fact that we are 
not left alone, it is all very well for you to say "Leave those fellows alone!" But 
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do not, really. I mean they did not leave Lumumba alone, they did not leave the 
Congo alone to sort itself out. I do not even think that they left Upper Volta alone. 
Do you know, just before Sankara was assassinated there was a very dramatic 
scene when no lesser person than Mitterand was visiting, and this rather outspoken 
radical young man, the president of Upper Volta, decided to lecture Mitterand, to 
give him a sharp lecture. And so Mitterand rose to the occasion and threw away his 
own prepared speech, and gave this young man a dressing down. One of the things 
he said was "Sankara is a troubling person, he does not let our conscience sleep." 

And that I thought was very, very perceptive. The powers and principalities 
do not forgive people who disturb the sleep of their consciences. And this is hap
pening, this is happening in Africa, it has really contributed to the problem. So what 
I am saying is, I do not know whether I am making sense, is that it is a very com
plex situation, for which we cannot take full responsibility. We take some of the 
responsibility. 

The Nigerian case to come home! It is very very popular for people to say: 
these fellows were trained in British democratic systems, the Parliament, West
minister model, and see what they have made of it! This is absolute nonsense! The 
British colonial system was not a democracy. No colonial system is a democracy! 
No colonial system set about to train people in democratic rules! It was fifty years 
of dictatorship, in which the governor was responsible to nobody in Nigeria. He 
may have been responsible to somebody in Whitehall but that is not our business. 
And so when we assumed independence it was not as if we had been prepared, we 
had gone to school, the school of democracy - and now it is up to you to play the 
game! That is false, you see! So the colonial interruption itself is part of the prob
lem. The kinds of leaders who were produced for us were not the kind of people 
we would have chosen in my own village for example. So it is a very complex 
situation, very very complex indeed. Now, of course, last but not least we are 
supposed to owe so much now to everybody that if ... we were to put every 
penny we earn from our primary produce, every single penny, into paying the debt 
we owe, we would not even pay the interests. Now, that situation is absolutely 
intolerable. And someone will have to address it fairly soon. 

Some years after the liberation from the colonial powers your generation came 
and there was a change in the whole of Africa. And at that time you started to write 
your novels. What happened after? Have you got an idea why younger writers have 
not become more well known outside Africa? 
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Well, you are talking about "outside Africa" as if that was the art stick. I think 
that my art stick is inside Africa, not outside. And I really do not think we can do 
more than we have done. If somebody has a feeling of a father figure, what do you 
expect, what should the solution be? Good writers have been coming up, but it is 
possible, of course, that you cannot have the kind of explosion of energy which 
accompanied independence. It is not a kind of thing that happens every day, or 
every year, or every other year. And it is just conceivable that one has to wait a 
little. When some of the people who talk about the generation gap stand up, the 
difference in years between us and them is not that much, maybe five years! That is 
not really what you call a generation gap. We belong to the same generation. I think 
that the good ones are working. The not so good ones are complaining. This is my 
experience. If we are too much, too big, well, one just has to wait until we die, 
because there is nothing else. We cannot stop writing, well, I almost did, didn't I? 

Is there anything to your mind that could be called the "true African Mind?" 

Well I think the problem there is that you will have to bear in mind that when 
you are talking about Africa you are not talking about a region, like Sweden or 
Norway. You are talking about a huge continent, and there are very very many his
tories, very very many traditions, very very many cultures in that past area. And 
some of the attempts to establish an African mind, or an African point of view, or 
an African history have failed, because they have tended to be too monolithic. So I 
think that the first thing to bear in mind is that you must accept the great size, the 
diversity and the multiplicity of c ultures in African histories. But in spite of this 
there are also certain things that hold us together, recent history for one thing. The 
history of colonization, the history of the slave trade and things like that. I think that 
we will go on searching for these things, and we will go on exploring our past and 
looking into our legends, looking into archeology, looking into history. For in
stance, it has been the practice of European scholarship to separate Egypt from the 
rest of Africa, you see, Egypt was sort of c o-opted into Europe, and even so the 
contribution of Egypt to Greek civilization has been played down, virtually almost 
just - deliberately. So there is a lot that we could do, in making up what happened in 
North Africa. The relationship for instance, between the foundation of the first 
Egyptian civilization, ancient Egypt, and Ethiopia, and the Sudan. There is a lot to 
keep us busy there, and I think that we will go on seeking there. I do not think that 
we are looking for an answer to these things today and tomorrow, and things like 
négritude, movements like négritude, are useful in their time. They were reactions 
to a colonial situation and in any event négritude did produce some excellent poetry. 
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I am not one of those who would throw the baby out with the bathwater. It became 
the thing among the especially radical younger African thinkers to dismiss Senghor. 
Because "Look what he is doing in Senegal. So his poetry must be bad!" Now I do 
not agree, I think that Senghor as a poet, and as a thinker, is one thing. Senghor as 
a politican could well be another thing. 

Literature in Africa and in Nigeria 

What is, to your mind, the function of literature in Africa today? 

In Ireland . . . earlier this year, we were celebrating the 1000 anniversary of 
the founding of Dublin. And they invited a number of writers from abroad to cele
brate with Irish writers this event, and the discussion that took place there was very 
interesting. And virtually everybody there was of the view that literature has abso
lutely no value, and no validity and no relevance, and no importance, no meaning in 
terms of social or political events. And I was amazed, ljust found it extraordinary 
that all these very, very brilliant people assembled there would be saying that what 
they were doing was totally futile. And I just wondered why they go on doing it? If 
somebody says that the novel does not do any good, and yet sits back and writes a 
700 page novel, then that must be a sort of masochism of the highest kind. 

No, I think that we do believe that literature, that art has a social purpose and 
can influence things. Not sometimes as quick and fast and decisive as we wish but 
certainly it does do that. And that is also the reason why writers in countries like 
mine can often get into trouble. Because there is always somebody who wants to do 
something differently. If people really thought that you had no influence then they 
would not have to worry you. Which is exactly what a Swedish writer said to 
African writers in [1969] when some of us visited here. He said "You fellows are 
very lucky, your governments put you in jail. Here in Sweden nobody pays any 
attention to us no matter what we do!" Well, it was rather shocking, we sort of 
looked at each other with new eyes, we had not realized how lucky we had been up 
today. But there is a core of truth in that observation that if you are really doing 
something which upsets your government, they will put you in prison you see. And 
where what you are doing has no real, does not pose any threat to the status quo, 
then nobody will pay any attention to you. But that is something for writers in any 
tradition to work out, I am not a missionary at all, here, I am simply saying that 
where we live we do not run the risk of taking that what we are doing is unimpor
tant. So to get back to your question: Yes, I think that anything that needs to be 
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attended to through art, through literature, as in our traditions, we will attend to and 
we will hope that our society will benefit. 

Your work spans a whole generation of African history. When you look back 
on it, what do you see as your part in it? What do you think of my generation? 

I started writing at a point in our history when the story was crying to be writ
ten. Really, there was no way it could have been evaded. We had had stories told 
about us. Other people had talked, spoken for us, for generations, and the time had 
come for us to speak for ourselves. I see it in maybe [as] a kind [of] extravagant 
image. 

The moment I discovered as a student of l iterature in the first university in 
British Nigeria (I was lucky, I was fortunate to be there) that I was not one of the 
people on Marlowe's steamer, going down the Congo, that, instead, I was one of 
those with five teeth and so on, jumping up and down on the shore, and screaming 
and making awful faces, the moment I discovered where I was in that story, I had 
to become a writer. I just had to become a writer. And this is why I think it is an 
inevitable thing. 

Sometimes it makes one sound very humble, but it is not really humility at all. 
In fact I can make it sound extremely arrogant, because I was once questioned by a 
journalist in America: "How can you possibly be silent for fifteen years and so on 
before writing this last book?" And I said to her: "How could Africa have been si
lent for 300 years before writing Things Fall ApartV It really was very arrogant, I 
discovered, but that is the only way I can make the point that the book had to be 
written. And this is why it had the impact that it had, all over the continent, wher
ever I have travelled people have said to me. .. in Kenya if you change the names 
in this book to Kikuyu names or Luo names, this will be our story. . . . 

Now, what do you do with your generation? That is your question. I cannot 
really prescribe for you what you will do. It has been said that every generation 
must discover its mission, and fulfill it or betray it. So your mission is for you to 
discover, and fulfill or betray it. . . . There is no easy way to, no easy walk to 
freedom as Mandela would say. We will just have to struggle as this old man was 
saying, every inch of the way. You have to struggle to discover what you will have 
to do, and do it. 

Is there any good writer of non-African origin that has treated Africa fairly ? 
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Oh, many, but I do not think I will remember to call them individually by 
name. I think European literature is extremely rich, and I have nothing but respect 
for that tradition. But I think it is one tradition, it tends to think that it is the 
tradition; in fact, someone has called the English tradition, "The Great Tradition." 
This means that everything else is subject to it. I think that is narrow and arrogant. I 
think the best European writers who have written on Africa have been those who 
knew their limitations, and therefore have not attempted to interprete or explain the 
"mystery of Africa." Graham Greene, for instance, wrote a novel, which is based 
in West Africa, Heart of the Matter. That is a good novel. Greene does not pretend 
to understand Africa. Although he also is limited, he is talking about what he 
knows. - Blixen is a different matter altogether, a horse of a different colour 
[laugh]. She is in the paternalistic tradition. Those who saw Africans as children. It 
is the same tradition as Albert Schweitzer. The arrogant writer who wants to see 
mystery and to describe the indescribable, that is the one I am talking about here. 

What is the mass media situation in Africa? Is TV, newspapers, etc. more im
portant than literature? 

The world is under a new kind of imperialism through television and such 
like. There is no way of evading, we cannot avoid it. We can only present our own 
wares. A writer can only write really when it comes down to it. Some people will 
say to you "Well, writing ... does not really get down to everybody, it only gets to 
10%." And I say, if you get 10% of any population you are very lucky. I mean 
even in those places where people are literate, where they say they have a 100% 
literacy, I do not think that as many as 10% of the population would read anything 
of value. They would read a lot of rubbish of course and they would watch televi
sion. But we cannot all migrate to television, because that is where everybody is. I 
do not think that that is right. The story tellers should go on telling their stories. 

Achebe's early writing and its bearing today 

You have said that the word can be very dangerous and that the writers - the 
story tellers - may be punished in various manners. But obviously the opposite can 
also happen. Your Things Fall Apart is a classic. Why do you think it has become 
such an important book in Africa and elsewhere; what is its function in today's 
Nigeria? 
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Well, I think its value is fairly clear. It is one of the first books that retold our 
story. It was an inevitable story, really. And I happened to be there when it needed 
to be told. If you look at our history, if you look at the literature which we had, 
[you'll find that even] during the colonial period there was a whole body of writing 
devoted to describing the evils of colonialism. We may may not be aware of it. We 
do not read many of those books now. But some have survived, even those written 
by famous writers. 

I have been battling for instance with Conrad's Heart of Darkness. There is 
still considerable resistance in the west to viewing this book as a racist book. And 
when I gave a lecture on this in the USA, an elderly professor of English came to 
me and said: "How dare you!" That is the whole mental attitude that was necessary 
for colonialism to florish, in stories, in books. We read those books. [But] the 
moment comes when the victim realizes that the story which he has been enjoying 
as just a story is in fact more serious. When the moment will come when the victim 
realizes . .., reading Heart of Darkness and ... sympathizing] with Marlowe and 
his crew going down the Congo, that "Oh no, I am not on that boat, I am on the 
shore. I am one of those savages jumping up and down." The moment you realize 
that you need to write a different story. And that is what the new African literature 
is about. It is to retell the story, to change this history of denigration into a more 
acceptable story. 

So the story of Things Fall Apart is an inevitable story. There was really no 
way we could have moved forward without it. And I think that this is what gives its 
popularity. ... So I think stories have their time, and when the time for a 
particular story comes, it will come. 

Has your standpoint on the issues of women changed since you wrote Things 
Fall Apart? 

No, I am not aware really that I have changed. But this is an area perhaps 
where I might be the last to know. I would be quite happy to be told that I have 
shifted my ground. It would not worry me at all to hear that I have shifted my 
ground, because I have never claimed to be immovable. But I have seen some criti
cism, some reviews of my latest book that suggest that I am dealing with the issue 
of women for the first time. That, of course, is not true. As a matter of fact, the 
central character in this novel, this latest novel, is prefigured quite clearly in A M an 
of the People. That is a woman who takes the final action in the events in The Man 
of the People, who takes up a gun and shoots the murderer of her friend. That is the 
final act in that book, and the book ends with a comment upon that event. So, in a 
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way this is a continuation of that position. But of course one grows in knowledge 
and wisdom, one hopes, and certainly in craft and so perhaps there should be im
provements. But as I said, I think that is really for readers to point out. 

Anthills of the Savannah 

Could I ask you how you conceived your new book? How did you fit its three 
dimensions, history, mythology and politics, into a whole? 

Well, I can certainly tell you that I had a lot of trouble with this particular nov
el. People have, critics and reviewers have pointed out that it is the first novel since 
1966. And some of them are going on to suggest that I have been doing nothing 
ever since in that time. But actually I began writing this novel 15-16 years ago. And 
it would not move. And I picked it up a few years later. And it still was not 
moving. Then about four years ago, when I had virtually given up - I was saying 
well maybe I should think of something else - it was ready to move. So I had that 
difficulty! 

Now, the bringing together of the threads of story telling and of my tradition, 
is is of course something that I have given much thought to. Even when I am not 
thinking about it, I am sure my mind is working on it. And my tradition is very rich 
on this, extremely rich, and I make it my business to find out as much as possible 
what my ancestors thought about power, for instance. I mean power is not some
thing new in the world, and I found indeed that my ancestors had thought about 
this, and had put their thoughts in the form of a very powerful myth, of God send
ing his daughter [Idemili] to tame the appetite for power in man. And it is all there, 
if you loo k at the ceremony of taking the high title which men took. Women did not 
take titles, men took them, and these titles gave them power over their fellows. If 
you look at the ceremony, you will find clearly this suggestion that somebody was 
sent to teach man moderation in the excercise of power. There are many many in
stances like this. 

You simply have to live in that ambience, and be ready. Many people say 
what sort of r easearch do you do? I do not do any reasearch, if by reasearch you 
mean taking a tape recorder and going to an old man and saying: "I have got thirty 
minutes, so can you tell me all about this, that and the other." He will just shut up, 
he will not say anything. Because that is not the way they think. Even my own 
father, who was a convert, a Christian convert and a teacher. But a teacher after he 
had grown up, so he knew the traditions. I would not come to him and say: "Now, 
I want to know this." Well of course, you can ask him that kind of question. But 
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generally you got nothing. And then if you persevered and just stayed around, one 
day when you are not thinking about it, some very profound thing would come 
your way. This is the way it is. Because the people we are talking about were not 
trained to jot down notes, and give you abed. They would depend on how the 
spirit moves them. So you got to have a lot of time. And that is one thing that I have 
taught myself, to have lots of time, and really live in my village. That is all. 

Especially your first book, but also parts of this new one, come to a Scandi
navian reader very much like the Icelandic sagas. There is something about the tone 
that reminds me of them. Are the myths that you are using as your material disap
pearing, or are they still remembered? Did you hear them? 

Well, this is the problem! We are the last generation who will hear them and 
therefore we have a special responsibility to make sure that the others hear them 
too. Because society is changing so rapidly. I discovered for instance with my 
friends, that there is one remote part of Igbo land where poets are still reciting epic 
poems. Seventy-year-old men after the harvest! This is how they have always 
entertained themselves in the past through the millennia. They would assemble and 
tell, recite their work, the action of the heroes. And nowadays they do not have 
anybody to pass this on to. Their children are in the cities, or in colleges, and so 
on. 

And so one has to make a special effort to catch at least some of i t. And the 
amazing thing we discovered is that this is so contemporary! Somebody might say: 
"Well, that is past you know! The saga! We live now in the 20th century." But the 
imagination, the mind behind these stories, when they are really good, is unbelie
vable. There is one which we recorded, which tells of how this community was 
ordered by a certain power living in the sky. Not God, it is very clear it is not God. 
Somebody who had something, somebody who somehow had got enough power 
to get himself to live up there, and to send down decrees to the people in the world, 
to this community. And "this" is falling down from the sky. People pick up the 
paper one good Sunday morning and read it and break into crying. Anybody who 
picks up this paper and reads it, starts crying, the entire village. Those who cannot 
read take it too, and if it is read to them, they start crying. 

And the end of it is that what is this thing that has fallen? It is a decree from up 
there by the man living up in the sky, banning the eating of anything, or drinking of 
anything on earth, for 28 days, because he is having a feast. . . , and because he is 
having a feast, he wants the world to starve. And this injunction comes down to the 
people and they do not know what to do. So they start starving, and their children 
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begin to die. ... Heroes from various communities then decide to meet and discuss 
this new predicament. 

This could be a military regime really,. . . but this is an old, old tale, which, 
of course, the tellers touched them . . . little by little, like [we do when] writing. 
But the content, the spirit of these stories, is so very modern, so very contempo
rary. So it is not . . . abandoning the present to retreat into the past! I am not 
interested in that particularly. I am interested in these stories for what they can tell 
us today. And they tell us a hell of a lot! 

The language problems 

I would like to ask two rather general questions about literature in Nigeria. 
And the first one is: Is there a literature also in the languages of the various ethnic 
groups? And in that case, is there some kind of tension between those who write in 
English and those who write in African languages? And the second question: Is 
there a large enough reading public in Nigeria for novels in English say, to support 
the writer, or is he dependent upon having another job, or to find financial support 
from the government or other sources, or from an international audience? 

Well, there is some writing in many of the local languages in Nigeria and other 
parts of the African continent. There is also some tension, especially now; there was 
not always a tension between those who write in Yoruba, Hausa, Igbo, etc., but 
now there is and it has been made an issue, an political issue that it is now dis
cussed almost in polemical terms. What can be described as African literature and 
what can only be Afro-Saxon or whatever? Now, that is new, but I think it will 
pass. 

I personally believe that what we are going to have is what we have had for 
some time, i.e. writing in African, originally African languages, and European lan
guages that serve at this point of time these nations. Because these languages are 
not there for fun, they actually serve these countries now. We may not like it but 
that is the way it is. There is no way we can continue to have these entities like 
Nigeria, like Kenya, like Zimbabwe in the absence of the European languages 
which they use today. This might change in the future, it probably will change, but 
it is in the far future. Now, that is not to say that we cannot at the same time be de
veloping our original languages, especially these that are sizable like Igbo, which is 
spoken by 10 million people. There is really no reason for it not to develop a heavy 
autonomous literature, like the other big languages. My position is not either/or, it 
is both. 
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Now the other question! Is there enough readership in English? There is never 
enough readership. No writer will say that there is enough readership, and I do not 
think that there is enough readership of my work. But there is a lot more than peo
ple imagine. And it used to be assumed - this is the kind of assumption people made 
without any reason at all - for instance that because I wrote my novels in English, I 
was read more in England than in Nigeria. That is totally false! If you got the fig
ures of sales, you would be absolutely astonished that something like 80% of my 
readership would be in Nigeria, perhaps another 5% in Africa and perhaps 2% in 
Europe, or less. So it is not true at all that the language, the European language, 
determines where the book is read. That is not the case! Now, can writers live from 
their writing? Young writers cannot. Young writers will have to have jobs, just as I 
had to have jobs when I began. I think this is going to be the situation for a long 
time. 

It is a very important discussion [the debate on the language], and it has been 
with us from the beginning of writing. At certain times, like now, it has acquired a 
new prominence because some people have made it so, dramatized it and turned it 
into a new subject for a violent debate. It is no longer allowed to be one of the is
sues in our condition, in our predicament, it is the issue now we are told. And one 
writer in particular [Ngugi wa Thiong'o] has taken a stance which is very very 
dramatic indeed, announcing that from such and such a date I will no longer write 
in this language, I will write in that. And from such and such a date I will write 
essays only in this language and so on. Of course there are many many people who 
like that kind of dramatic situations. 

I have taken the less dramatic view of this from the very beginning. I do not 
see us having an option. I do not see this situation in terms of either English or 
Igbo, I do not see myself in that position at all. I do not see Nigeria in that situation 
at all of saying either English or Igbo, because it is impossible! If we were able to 
take ourselves back for some reason to a position were we could say that Nigeria is 
not important as an entity to us, let us get back to what we used to be before 1884, 
. . . It does not bother me if we were Nigerians or something else, but there are 
some people who are bothered excessively by this. The OAU for instance are 
bothered excessively by this. The Organization of African Unity, and that is the 
biggest body, the biggest organ of authority in Africa. It is the assembly of all the 
governments in Africa, and they have taken the decision, and ratified it, that they are 
not going to tolerate playing around with the boundaries of our African states. 
Now, if you take that position, then I am afraid that the question of language goes 
along with it. Bu you cannot conceive of Nigeria or Kenya going on for 24 hours 
after the real abolition of English. . . . 
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The Igbo Mbari institution 

How did the Mbari artists do it? How did they integrate the now and the then 
in their art forms? 

Well, how did they do it. I am not sure about what went on in their minds. I 
mean these people, although they may be new to the actual execution of this art, had 
seen other Mbari. They had visited earlier celebrations. They were not strangers to 
this style, to the notions in their society. I am quite sure that in a very real sense 
they would be members of a tradition, without making tradition of the primary 
purpose of what they did. One other thing which is important, which I should have 
mentioned, is the notion of ownership. Those who made this art were very careful 
not to claim that they were the makers of this art. In fact they would go out of their 
way to making such claims. You would not find somebody, when the village as
sembles, saying "that one was made by me." It would in fact have been considered 
extremely foolish and dangerous. Because it is not you who have made it, it was a 
cooperative effort, including particularly the Goddess who had commissioned it. 
We were simply vehicles. And it has been observed that when this tradition was 
strong, really strong, those who participated in the actual making of the Mbari 
would as a rule avoid going near there afterwards. It was this anxiety not to glory in 
one's own particular thing - like signing your signature in a book. One was simply 
an agent. It was "us" rather than "me." 

Do you identify yourself then as a modern Mbari artist? You have said for in
stance that Things Fall Apart "came to me" as if you were its operational agent? 

To the first question, yes! - Yes, and I believe that this story was inevitable. 
That story was inevitable. And I happened to be standing at the point in time where 
it was put down in that form. I remember being interviewed some time ago, and the 
question was "How can you be silent for 15 years?" We were talking about Anthills 
of the Savannah. "How can you wait for 15 years for this book, and do nothing 
else?" And my answer came spontaneously "Well, Africa waited for 300 years to 
write Things Fall Apart." This was seen to be a very arrogant kind of statement, but 
I was not really thinking of it in terms of my own particular merit or contribution. 
This was a metaphorical way of looking at the thing. I am not denying the 
individual contribution, the Mbari artists were not denying the work of individual 
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pants (terrible word), but they chose to emphasize the other sense, that the object 
was created in a community of people. 

The text is a kind of fixation and an object, although it may be interpreted dif
ferently by the readers. How do you relate to the difference and the tension between 
the written form and the oral? 

Well, I think there is a big difference. But that difference is not because of the 
text. The difference I think is in the economic thinking in the world that states "this 
is mine." There was also a time when people wrote. There are texts that are not 
ascribed to anybody, if this was not necessary; when the monks, for instance, did 
not think it was particularly important that this [the text] should be signed. And even 
in my own society there were these Onitsha market texts, stories, written in fact the 
other day which were not always signed, or signed by the wrong person. So the 
issue really is not whether the book is physical and can be handled. I think what it 
involves is simply a matter of the attitude, the relationship between the maker and 
the artist. I think that what we are reflecting is an economic situation rather than an 
artistic one. 

To me there seem to many similarities between Igbo art concepts and many 
Western ones. Am I correct? What is your comment? 

Oh yes, I think so! I think also my traditional culture would think so. How
ever, I think it is important to point to the differences, because I think we can and 
must do it. It is really a matter of emphases, rather than differences. [Western and 
African cultures] are like the two poles and they belong to the same sphere, and 
they may seem to be antagonistic at certain points and not so antagonistic at other 
points. I think it is important, especially when these differences are not always 
perceived, to highlight them so that we can enrich each other from these different 
emphases. The fact that one community decides to emphasize one thing is in itself 
an important fact. Why do they choose this particular emphasis, rather than that? 
And it seems to me to be of great importance that we highlight the differences be -
tween us in order to enrich our own perceptions. 

I think I am in a lucky position because I was brought up in the Western tra
dition. I am talking as if perhaps I have seen the West for the first time, that is not 
the case. I have been seeing the West since I was born. A rather lucky situation of 
being able to see both sides. When the missionaries came and said "We are the way, 
the truth and the life," my father agreed with them. And he naturally dragged me 
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me and the rest of us into that church. The traditional society was saying something 
different "I am not the way, the truth and the life, I am one of the ways, one of the 
truths and one of the lives." And it seemed to me that a choice then has to be made; 
at least one ought to be aware of this other option of looking at the world. 

I was intrigued by what you said about the Mbari temple being abandoned 
after the festival. How did Igbo maintain traditions if there was this at least physical 
rejection of their past experiences and history as manifested in the artefacts? 

Well, I think that there are two issues here. But before discussing the finished 
product, we have to consider first of a ll the issue of the individual and the com
munity. I think it is a matter of where the Igbo people choose to put their emphasis. 
They recognize the individual, and they recognize the community, there is not a 
question at all about that. In fact in some ways the Igbo are among the world's most 
individualistic people. They ascribe to every single individual a unique creator, Chi\ 
they say that every single person, every single man, every single woman has a sep
arate creator. Not one creator, and that really has to be the most unique way of 
looking at the individual in the whole world. Now, they have this, and at the same 
time, they feel that they must place the individual in practical social terms within the 
community. This is what makes them human. And it is in this environment they can 
excercise what individuality they have. This personality must be subject to the 
overall interest of the group. So they show in their perception of art that this is also 
the case, that even though there is individual talent, even though there are individual 
artists, even master craftsmen and artists, who direct the rest of the community 
when they engage in this creative endeavour, it is still a communal enterprise. It is 
the overall impact of the group that is paramount. This is why they place the em
phasis on the group. This is work commissioned by the Goddess of the group for 
the benefit of the group. This is the most important thing, this is what they are 
celebrating. Their society and its perceptions. 

Now, having made the art objects in the Mbari house, they celebrate it. For 
them the important events are the making, and the celebrating. Not the memory of 
it, even though memory is important. Now, the reason they for this is that they 
want the emphasis to be on the process rather than on the product. Because if you 
emphasise the product, it becomes almost dictatorial, the product begins to take 
command of he future. Igbo people do not want any product, no matter how good, 
to dictate to the future. So they say "Ok, you have done your bit. Excellent! We 
have enjoyed it, we have celebrated you, now you can go to rest." The abandon-
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ment is deliberate; it is saying "we do not want what our fathers did to obscure what 
we can do, or to determine what we can do." 

But still there can hardly have been a total rejection of the past? Something 
good must have been passed on? At least this seems to be the case of your own 
fictional employment of old Igbo proverbs and legends, for instance? 

It is in the memory. That knowledge, that art, is both in the head and in the 
hands. It is not in the finished product. And those heads and hands will be used a-
gain. It is rather like this doctor, a professor of surgery, saying to his students, 
during the Biafran struggle when we had nothing in the hospitals, no medicines, no 
equipment: "Well, you have not got this, and you have not got that, but you have 
got your head and your hands." You see, that is all a surgeon needs. His head and 
his hands. He does not need a grand building called a hospital. So in a similar way I 
think that this is what this tradition is trying to say. And while it is saying it, it is not 
denying the validity of h istory and of tradition. It is merely saying "Let us not be 
slaves to tradition." The master artists who constantly supervised this work are car
riers of t radition. The memory of people who saw the last exhibition, which hap
pened five years ago, is another carrier of tradition. But we must contain the power 
of tradition to limit ourselves. 

Bearing in mind what you have said about Igbo receptivity what happened 
when they were confronted with the first generation of colonialists? Did they accept 
everything? 

It was a puzzling time. And also I think it was tragic, because in a way I think 
the Igbo receptivity to change left them too open, vulnerable, to the West. And I 
think this is in fact what did happen. They were never so stubborn and fanatical, as 
not to admit that there may be something in what the Bible was saying, in what the 
white man was saying. At the worst they would say "That is the other side of 
truth." Perhaps it might have been better for their culture if they had been more 
committed to their own way of seeing the world. But that is not in their nature. 
Their nature is that we go out into the world, we encounter other people, we 
encounter other views, other gods, other ideas. And we contend with them, and 
that is the idea of richness of life. And they enshrine this in various sayings, one of 
them is that "A young man who has never travelled thinks that his mother makes the 
best soup," and that is an encouragement for you to go out and see that there are 
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cooks better than your mother in the big world. That is wonderful, but also it does 
open you up to danger. 

Christopher Okigbo 

In relations to your reading the dirge about Chrisptopher Okigbo I would like 
to ask about your view of reincarnation? Do you believe that the spirit lives after, 
and if it does, in what form does it exist? 

Well, let me take the last one before I forget it. Okigbo . . . was such a char
acter; it was really impossible to describe his impact on his friends and on people 
who knew him. . . [He had] such a wide scope; he had this capacity for friendship 
beyond imagining. 

The war had started in Biafra, and my family, my wife and two children were 
in my village, and I had gone to Enugu where we were working on this publishing 
house. Okigbo had come from the war front to see how we were getting on. Inci
dentally he concealed the fact of his joining the war, the army, from me, complete
ly. The day I saw him it was too late. Anyway he came back, it was the day my 
house was bombed, destroyed; the first bomb that hit any house was mine. And 
Okigbo came to commiserate. That was the last time I saw him. And virtually, the 
next day as I was going home I tuned the car radio and the news from Lagos said 
that major Christopher Okigbo had been among the casualties federal troups had 
wiped out. Major Christopher Okebo! And so I went home and told my family and 
my two year old son who was very good friends with Okigbo. He would climb on 
Okigbo's lap whenever he came to see us, and start breaking his palm and Okigbo 
would be groaning. He had that capacity to befriend anybody of any age. And this 
boy would be struggling with him and Okigbo would say "Children are wicked, 
you know" and he would groan some more. So this boy, two years old, when I 
said that Okebo had died, shouted "Daddy, do not let him die!" And that was the 
title of a collection of poems we published in his memory "Do not let him die!" And 
we asked poets and novelists from all over the world ... to contribute. [And] peo
ple spontaneously wrote poems about him and we were able to publish this an
thology of poems. . . . 

He did not write much because he did not live very long; just one volume of 
poetry Heavens Gate, but that is immortal. It is . . . inspiring whole generations 
of African poets. It is no question at all that he is not reincarnated in all these people 
who want to write like him. 
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Now, the other question, what do we do? I can tell you what I did in the past, 
which is all a writer can do really. A writer is really to present in his books, to me
diate whatever is going on, sometimes we get anxious, sometimes we get frus
trated. We think that the work we do is not fast enough, not quick enough, not ef
fective enough. So we may wander off and do something else, like go on fighting a 
war, like running for office, all these things are legitimate. But ultimately the writer 
can really only offer his writing, or her writing. Now, I have done that. I have also 
- knowing that we are pioneers - tried to create the forum for other people to work 
in. The African Writers Series which I started editing, and which I edited for ten 
years, is regarded as one of the major publishing events in British publishing. 
Anybody who is not aware of that body of writing is not really literate I am sorry to 
say. That library of about 300 titles has been in existence since 1962. 

That is the kind of thing that writers can do for themselves. ... I started a 
literary journal in 1971, called Okike. It is still alive. Now, these are the things that 
I think I can do, and I have done. I have made sure that wherever there are pub
lishers in my country and they seemed reasonably competent and honest, I would 
give them something to publish. This has not always worked out very well, but you 
do it, it is like national service. So this is the area in which I think I have worked, 
and if you have any other ideas to suggest to me what I should do, I would be quite 
happy to do so. 

One other thing which I started - since you are asking me to sing my praises 
more and more - I started was the first association of Nigerian authors - 7 years 
ago. And this association . . . also immediately set up prizes worth 1 000 naira 
each. Three prizes, one for fiction, one for drama and one for poetry. Now, that 
was a big prize for our situation. And we have been awarding it every year for the 
last 7 years. Young writers make the kind of complaint you have just made [about 
lack of encouragement from the older writers]. But I rea lly do not think that any 
writer can carry another writer on his back. What you can do for a writer is to help 
create the forum and that is what I think we have done. We really cannot do more! 
The way some of t he young people sound is almost as if they were saying: "Now, 
you had better retire now, so that people will stop talking about you, and talk about 
me!" . . . New writers, old writers will be judged by the quality of th eir work, not 
by their age. And there are some good writers who are coming up. 

I do not think you are . . . right in saying that writers are recognized outside 
first. My own experience is to the contrary. ... It would not be accurate to say for 
instance that I am better known outside Africa than inside. That would be absurd. 
Because that is not the case. It is totally the other way around. And that is the way it 
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should be. But we do not have the money to give huge prizes. We really do not 
have the money, I think we do what we can. Perhaps we should do more? 

Achebe's attitude to the war 

My celebration, or my singing of the dirge to Okigbo is not necessarily a cele
bration for the artist who goes to war. That is something quite personal to me. I did 
indicate that when he went to join the army, he concealed it from me, for whatever 
reason. And I am not going to go into that, because I really think it is impertinent 
for anybody to say to another "Why did you not go to fight and die?" I do not think 
we have any right either. Okigbo probably thought that if he told me I would have 
tried to stop him. I would have considered it impertinent on my part to have even 
attempted to stop him. I probably would have reasoned, tried to reason with him, 
about the dangers, because there were dangers. Okigbo was the kind of person who 
could not take care of himself. And I would be aware of that, and I would perhaps 
have tried. . . . But I would not have gone so far as to say "You have no right to 
join the army!" 

Now, I have never been fascinated by the military in the way that Okigbo 
was. He had this - almost this appetite for experience, which is almost incredible. 
Experience for him was so very important. Now, I was very different. He would 
come and tell me about what this major or captain said. I did not know who they 
were. That is my nature! And nobody could say to me, "You should have joined the 
Biafran army!" 
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4. Achebe Interviewed 

[Raoul Granqvist made this interview in Umeå on 19 October 1988] 

Is the kind of political idealism that you have been promoting for years still a viable 
choice? 

Ideals are not merely realizable. I think that is why they are ideals. But they 
are important because they stand there so we can set our sights on them. So even if 
we fall short, as we are bound to, we would have lifted ourselves to a considerable 
height in simply looking at the ideals as we move forward. So I think that is the 
purpose that we should have set our minds to those values which the ideals repre
sent, i.e. the value of people appearing and speaking in their own name, the ideal of 
[having] small rather than large associations of people. 

This is what the Igbo people chose, the small village entity that was complete
ly self-governing, independent, that had the responsiblity for everything from liv
ing, to making war and peace, to everything, [upholding] the customs, the tradi
tions. There were contacts with neighbouring communities, but these were ... on 
terms of equality. One village could declare war on another village, and fight it and 
decide to end it. The reason why they chose it [this system] was because they 
wanted to be in control of their lives. So if the community says that we will have a 
meeting in the market place tomorrow, everybody should go there, or could go 
there. And everybody could speak. 

They also have cautionary tales about what happens if you did not allow 
everybody to speak, or if some people out of their own weakness or irresponsiblity 
failed to participate in the discussion. They have the story of, for instance, the fowl, 
the chicken that did not go to the meeting of the village. All the animals went, [but] 
this chicken said "I am very busy, I have something else to attend to." So when the 
entire community were going one way, he was going in the opposite direction. But 
he also said: "Whatever you discuss there, I am with you!" He sent a message 
through some of his neighbours who were going to the meeting saying that "I can
not go, but please tell the meeting on my behalf that I am there with them in spirit, 
and whatever they decide I will abide by." 

Then when they get to the meeting the matter on the agenda was what to do 
about the predicament that had befallen the animals. They were being used by man 
as sacrifice to his god, man's god, and man was falling upon them indiscriminately 
and slaughtering them for sacrifice. And this is what the animals assembled to dis
cuss. So they had this long deliberation, and finally some wise fellow suggested 
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that they should offer one of their number as sacrificial animal to man. So that at 
least man could know who to go for, and not harass the entire animal population. 
That was a wonderful idea, and the animals accepted it. And then who would be 
offered to man for this purpose? They decided without any difficulty that it should 
be the fowl. So the animals decided that from then on, they would go to man and 
say that "Any time you want to make a sacrifice, use the fowl. Do not bother the 
rest of us." And that was of course carried unanimously. So from that day on the 
fowl became the primary sacrificial animal. 

The purpose of that story is quite clear. If you do not take part in a discus
sion, things could go really badly for you. You do not say to people "Go, and 
whatever you decide I am with you." You have to be there, you have to speak when 
it is necessary, you have to listen. 

There are statements which are prevalent in our language, like "A king is an 
enemy." Igbos are supposed not to have kings. They are supposed to be 
republican. But they also know about kings, they have the word in their language 
[meaning] that if you have a king you are likely to have an empire. You are likely to 
want to go on to increase your territory to overcome the next village and incorporate 

How did you elect your political leaders, your spokespersons? 

The spokesman would achieve that position by speaking over time. In o ther 
words, in a community there would people who are known to be masters of lan
guage, masters of diffusing difficult situations and resolving conflicts. They would 
achieve this because they had done it again and again in the assembly of the elders. 
And so it is something which is not ascribed, it is something which you achieve. 

But are you not romantizing the past? Or, can these ideas be fruitful today? 

It is not a dream of the past. I think that what I am saying that that situation 
was created by people like us. In other words they had a choice, they had options. 
The Igbo people chose that system out of other options. They did not stumble into 
this, they did not just happen to be that way because they did not think about the 
other options. This is the mistake that the British made, when they were consider
ing the Igbo in relation to the other people in the same area who had kings and 
kingdoms. They thought the Igbo had not developed to the stage of having kings. . 

Even if you are not going to be able to practise their system today, in its en
tirety, at least the values that informed their thinking should be always in our minds. 
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You want to be able to ensure that people as much as possible are able to get to
gether and speak for themselves. You ought to be able, I think, to insist on devolu
tion of authority as much as possible. There is no reason at all for instance to em
bark upon a wholesale centralization of everything so that power and authority and 
everything flows from the capital 500 miles away. We are just beginning to see that 
[this] has in fact been one of the sources of our problems. We have concentrated so 
much on the city in our development that the rural communities, where the vast 
population (80% or more of the people) live, have lagged behind and have been 
impoverished. And whenever that happens the entire nation suffers, suffers 
enormously. The robbery of t he hinterland by the city, as I think Julius Nyerere 
put it, has been the model of so-called development up to now. I think that we can 
learn to reverse that kind of thing by reminding ourselves of this other option. 

1 1 B 
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Have these ideas really been integrated with Igbo political thinking? 

No, they have not been really seriously embraced. Because in the first place it 
is just one idea out of many that are there, and it is one that has not been practised 
over the last 100 years. Certainly during the colonial period, during the [period of] 
centralization and the integration of the nation, it would have been considered back
ward to think of devolution of power to villages. The idea of One United and 
Strong is what our motto says. But being united and strong has nothing to do with 
it. You know you can be united and strong and still respect the diversity. 

Many of the minor characters in your novels, such as Obierika of Things Fall 
Apart and Joseph of No Longer at Ease, reflect the positive ethos of their commu
nities and serve as foils to counter the supreme egotism of their peers. Yet they are 
very much secondary characters. Why are they not given more prominence? 

Yes, they are not prominent. Well, is that not the way the world is? They are 
not prominent. I mean one is not attempting in the novel to create the perfect ideal 
society. I am telling a story which is credible, I hope, but which also has overtones 
and suggestions of change. It is a balance between things as they are, and things as 
they ought to be. I think one has to be careful (depending on one's ideological 
position and one's concept of the r ole of art) how much you can interfere in a story 
in the name of reconstructing the world. The purpose of art of course is to change 
the world, but in my view you do not do it in too obvious fashion. Many of my 
critics would say "OK, you must go beyond telling us how things are to telling us 
what to do, what we'll have to do to be saved." I think that is an area where I will 
differ. 

So, I think it is enough for me that there should be these points of light that 
suggest alternatives, that suggest options. Robert Frost had a poem called "The 
Road Not Taken." It is one of my favourite poems. It is good to know that that road 
exists, and that you can even explore in your mind the possibilities and the beauties 
of that road. But it is not taken, and it is a bit on the side. But it is good to know it 
is there, and perhaps one day we will take it. 

Iweka, Obierika's father in Things Fall Apart says : "Those were good days 
when a man had friends in distant clans. Your generation does not know that. You 
stay at home, afraid of your next-door neighbours." My question is to what extent 
is his statement valid today? What lessons be learned across generations and 
across regional boundaries? Or is tolerance its own enemy? 
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Even those who do not practise it [travelling, meeting, talking] automatically 
ought to see the great weakness of isolationism and the strength of knowing about 
the rest of the world. But I think that you are right, it is not obvious. Because if it 
were we would not be where we are now. It is an ideal again, which is embedded in 
traditional Igbo view of the world "That you do not stand in one place to watch a 
masquerade," "That nothing is permanent," "That the man who travels is wiser than 
an old man," and saying "That the man who stays at home thinks that his mother is 
the best cook." All kinds of ways of emphasizing the need to go out and grow, 
which of course was also practised politically by the Igbo people, in the context of 
Nigeria. This is why they went out to all parts of the country, so when the pogrom 
happened they were very vulnerable. So you have to understand first of all the 
impulse to go out, and the consequences of creating enemies in the new modern 
set-up called Nigeria. 

The old man [Iweka] who is talking in my story was not talking about Nige
ria, he was talking about going to maybe two or three villages away. That was a 
foreign country in their time. In that kind of setting he was absolutely right. In the 
setting of the modern world he is also right, but there are dangers now which he 
could not have comprehended. People travel all over the world and they pick up all 
kinds of strange notions. There are new ways now in which this could be a threat. 
. . but with all those reservations I think that the ideal is still a very valid mark that 
we must make these links, we must make these contacts across the region, across 
ethnic boundaries, across class, across generations. 

One of the hopeful signs in Anthills of the Savannah, which has my latest 
reflection of t hings, is the group at the end of the story . . . which has learnt from 
suffering ... to go out and bring in not just one class, but all classes, not just one 
generation, but at least three generations. There are not very many hopeful signs [in 
the book], but that is one of them. And those who survive will be in the position to 
do good, if they grasp the need to do this. The ecumenical meeting at the end in 
Beatrice's flat is saying precisely this. Why the Muslim and the Christian and the 
Animist or whatever you want to call them, the intellectual and the taxi driver and 
the trader, can get together for the first time and discover themselves. At the be
ginning of the story the intellectuals, who are the main characters in the novel, are 
not even aware of these other people; they are aware of them in a kind of abstract 
way, but when it really gets to knowing where does she live, where does she work, 
what is her name even, they discover that they do not know. 
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Their development into conscientious human beings takes place on two planes 
simultaneously, doesn't it? 

Yes, there is a social one. But there is also an internal growth. The internal 
growth . . . opens one's eyes and one begins to see. Beatrice was not even on 
speaking terms with her maid at the beginning of the story, because of class diffe
rences and also of religious differences. One is a fanatical, she is rather more civi
lized and therefore more easy-going I think the two balance each other really. 

Most of these intellectuals, as you call them, are forced or shaken into new 
realizations .. . 

Yes, you need the shocks. At least these people need the shocks. They have 
survived hardship and danger and death, and all kinds of obstacles. They have 
struggled, they have struggled. This is what experience means in its creative sense, 
it is not simply that something happens, but that you learn something that you have 
picked up out of a disaster. So this is why it [Anthills of the Savannah] is not a 
pleasant story. ... It is not something which would come by itself. History does 
not spare people, if they behave foolishly. 

So what can literature as history teach us? 

Literature should make it possible for us by observing the tragedies of fictional 
characters and fictional societies to circumvent them; we should not have to go 
through the same things once again. Up to a point we do need real experience, but 
we do not really have to be run over by a car in order to know that a car is danger
ous. I think that there are things we can you see by simply imagining from what we 
have seen happening to others. 

But sometimes history is too painful, to dangerous to be told and the telling of 
it is eschewed. Dont you think so? 

Yes, but this is a very dangerous thing. Trying to circumvent some of the 
worst dangers of history is quite different from throwing a kind of cover over your 
history so you do not remember it. And that is dangerous, too, and it is very com
mon. I do not think that we have learnt much for instance in Nigeria from our own 
civil war. Simply because we do not want to face the reality, we prefer the slogans 
like Unity, like One Indivisible Nation. We have not really tackled the issues that 
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brought us to that situation, because we are hypocritical. That is wrong and un
fortunate and futile. If you do that you are likely to make the same mistakes again, 
because people have no way of learning from something which they do not know. I 
think that we have to know our history. Those are sort of cautionary tales about 
history. It is absolutely essential that we remember who we are. Not so that it will 
dominate and rule our lives rather inordinately, because one can be ruled by what 
happened. That is not what I am saying, but you must know, you must really know 

How do you assess the reception of Anthills of the Savannah in Nigeria in the 
context of the topic of our conversation? 

Well, that is a very difficult question to answer at this point, because Nigeria 
is going through a very curious stage, in which a kind of massive philistinism has 
descended even on the writers and the artists. It has been coming for a long time, 
but it is now very, very clear. It may be difficult for outsiders to comprehend that. 
So there has been some kind of war against Anthills, even from writers in Nigeria 
who feel somehow threatened. It is difficult to see why the Lagos and Ibadan press 
have had a desire to put a shield around this book, so that people will not talk about 
it, not read about it, and not discuss it unduly. There is one paper that has always 
gone out around the world to fish out wherever there was a negative comment about 
a book, and would bring it home and publish it. So that is going on - and it is not 
the government. I was talking about intellectuals. . .. That means that even before 
you get to the real enemy, the emperor, we have to deal with the poets, our own 
colleagues. 

[On the delays in the publishing of a Nigerian edition\ 
Now, I did not want Nigeria to have to wait for one year before an Nigerian 

edition in paper, because I knew that the British edition would be too expensive, 
and it was, 100 naira or something. But, but the book did not come out. I might 
just as well have done nothing at all, I just waited for the UK paperback to become 
available. ... So the situation in Nigeria is still very interesting. I have really not 
had the time to confront my publisher to find out just what was it that made it im
possible for the book to come out in time. 

And also why it came out very, very timidly. This is even more interesting. 
There has been no publicity for the book, no advertisment anywhere, no announce
ment. In Nigeria these days the launching of books is li ke a huge political event. All 
kinds of books are launched, and everybody is there. This one has just been sneak
ed into the place without any kind of n oise, and people do not even know, people 
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do not even hear by word of mouth of it. I saw a copy at the airport [in Nigeria], at 
the small bookshop at the airport, it was selling at almost twice the published price, 
in paperback, a rather shuddy piece of work. But that is something else. So, if you 
find a book, which is obviously in great demand, not available, the booksellers 
raise the price. It was almost like buying something on the black market. And it 
should not be so. 

Why do you think you have these problems? 

Well it is going to be futile in any case. This is absolute futility. It all shows 
what the spirit is. This is the reception the book is getting from different levels of 
society. There are in fact areas of Nigeria where threats have been issued recently 
that they would no longer read my books. But they allow my books in their 
schools. I laugh and I make little of it, because you cannot really do that. You can 
prevent your children from reading a book. 

[The reason for this] is both political and ethnic, and yes. . . we have talked 
about rivalry and jealousy, that is also part of it. But to get to an encouraging sight. 
There is also Heinemann in Kenya. They published Anthills, they got the rights 
after the Nigerians. . . . And they went ahead and they printed it in March, and by 
June they were reprinting! In Kenya - reprinted in June! So it is not as if people do 
not want to it. This is a story about our fate, and I think it should be available 
freely to people. If they do not like it, if they disagree with it, if they do not think 
that it is a good book, there are ways of saying so in reviews and criticism. You do 
not fight a war against a book. 
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5 . Scandinavian Reviews of Anthills of the Savannah 

As has already been pointed out Chinua Achebe's visit to Scandinavia in October 
1988 was motivated by two main book launching events, one in Copenhagen, the 
other in Oslo. The Danish and the Norwegian translations of the novel, Som vinden 
blœser (Viborg: Samleren) respectively Nytt fra savannen (Drammen: J .W. Cap
pelens Forlag), appeared then almost simultaneously. From these cities he con
tinued his tour to Sweden where he met with academics, writers, and journalists. 
The Swedish translation of the novel was, however, delayed, mainly because the 
major publishing companies that had been approached did not appreciate the Achebe 
text, for reasons that I will consider later.1 The translation did not appear until Sep
tember 1989. It was called Termitstackarna på savannen (Stockholm: Ordfronts 
förlag). 

Chimta Achebe 
Temiitstackama 

k på savannen 

The three Scandinavian "Anthills." 

1 Achebe was interviewed by Folke Rydén on Swedish television (Rapport TV 2) on 21 October 
and asked what he thought about the delay. His answer was curt: "I do not mind it at all. I mean I 
would not read it in Swedish. It is for the Swedes to decide whether they want to read this story or 
not." 
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The material premises of Achebe's critical reception in these three Scandina
vian countries varied then, but the organizing principle, Achebe himself and his 
narration, did not and consequently we face only small variations in the reception. 
This makes the slight qualifications we do find of great interest. 

A quantative analysis of the material at hand would reveal that Achebe scored 
equally well in Denmark and Norway: I have traced ten respectively nine newspaper 
reviews and interviews dealing with Achebe and his novel. It would also imply that 
the Swedish text does not bring the readers to the bookshelf or to the library: 
available to me, at the time of writing (January 1990), through the very reliable 
Swedish library exchange system are only three newspaper and one radio 
programme reviews. What is implicated in these figures is: 1) that the two book 
launching events created much public attention and generated wide journalistic 
writing and reporting and 2) that Swedish interest, also taking in the peripheral 
attention he was shown during the Swedish part of his Scandinavian 1988 tour, 
was mainly a representation of the lack of central mass media attention. This 
information may be provocative in itself, revealing the public literary event as a 
sham, but it is unable to demonstrate the complexities and the nature of the Achebe 
reception. To get at this we have to dig deeper into the critical discourse that 
emanated from Achebe's meeting with his Scandinavian readers. 

The review material falls into two main categories.1 The first historicizes the 
writer and his works in foregrounding terms, postulates Achebe as a colonized 
writer, and reinforces dialectically the differences between us and them. It repro
duces assumptions and suppositions about Achebe and transcends them with the 
experiences emerging from his new novel. The transactive part of Achebe is nil. 
Not so with the other group. Here Achebe is both figuratively and literally present, 
interacting with the critic and the audience. The frame of reference of the latter 
group is the press conference or the interview, with the writer at the centre domi
nating both the direction and the mode of the discourse. 

Achebe gave three press conferences (in both Copenhagen and Stockholm as 
guest of the local PEN-clubs). The topics of these and the literary formulas he em
ployed to project them varied but little. At each he was motivated to dwell on his 
function as an increasingly alienated Nigerian so cial reformist and literary critic (D8, 
N2, N8), to expound patiently on the traditional truthsaying role of the Igbo poet 
and writer and the lack of interest in Anthills (D5, D6, D9, N4), and lament bitterly 
the current political crises that exhaust the willpower of Nigeria, via intensified 

1 The cue within the parenthesis identifies the source. See the bibliography at the end. 
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fied corruption and bad leadership (D6, D7, D8). Being asked to prognosticate 
about the future he frequently referred to the wisdom and guidance to be found in 
the final chapters of h is book with their projection of the two model or ideal wo
men, Beatrice and Elewa (D8, D9, DIO, N3, S10). Obviously these encounters 
with the Scandinavian media public, journalists and writers, also included elements 
of exchange and reciprocity. As the questions that were asked him were mostly 
diacritical and unspecific Achebe found himself in a position where his talent for 
polemics and exegesis came in handy. From these encounters, then, Achebe -
which is no surprise - emerged as the eloquent castigator of a type of neocoloni
alism in which the West is investing its energies and money to maintain control by 
proxies. His critique is then twofold. The West should "let Africa go," abandon or 
retrench interest claims on loans as a political means of re-paying for centuries of 
robbery and deprivation; African leaders, in their turn, would have to "refocus" 
their responsibility and restore power to and engage their people. As the content and 
the mode of these exchanges resemble the general drift of the discussion at the other 
meetings with his Scandinavian audience (see chapter 3 above), I will consider in 
more detail the discursive category of reviews that were not interferred with and 
mediated by the writer himself. These reviews then constitute a discourse that, as 
has already been pointed out, is primarily involved with the text and less concerned 
with its social and ideological implications. It provides a different insight into the 
structure of the reception of Achebe. 

Apart from Kole Omotoso's review of Anthills, published in the Norwegian 
Morgonbladet (NI) in November [?] 1987, the only Scandinavian report on the 
book in the year of its appearance was by Hufvudstadsbladet's Kerstin Lindman-
Stafford. She discussed the shortlisting of Achebe for the Booker McConell Prize 
and was convinced that he would win if the jury could appreciate his "distanced 
style of writing (Fl)." I choose her cursory one-liner as emblematic of a movement 
in the Scandinavian critique of the Achebe novel. Many reviewers were unappre-
ciative and critical of the literary conventions that the text exhibits. The shifts of 
narrative perspectives were seen as a burden on the reader. The switches from 
flashback technique to first-person narration, from monologue to dialogue, from 
British English to Pidgin, were described as elements that eventually distanced the 
Western reader. They complicated and bewildered (N7, S2, S8). In this colonial 
prejudice is embedded, I believe, the reluctance on part of the Swedish publishers 
to bring out the translation. The ideological and allegorical ramifications of the text, 
which on the other hand were commonly appreciated, were not sustained and in
formed in the view of these readers by th e narrative mode and structure. Content 
and form did not cooperate. A very hostile Norwegian critic wrote in his newspaper 
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that the book is as academic and uninspiring as a documentary report issued by 
Amnesty International (N9). And another that the story is passionless and light, 
"not at all for reflecting people" (N7). 

When Achebe's novels first appeared in Scandinavia1 in the late sixties he was 
hailed as an engaging documentalist and socio-historian who told stories from an 
Africa that few knew about, but as a literary artist in his own category he fared 
pretty badly.2 There are reminiscences, as we have seen, of the same dissatisfaction 
with the modes of his story telling in the latter-day reading of him. Yet, these voices 
are few and increasingly divided. One or two of our respondents in fact judge 
Achebe as one of world literature's chief innovators of style and language and 
group him with writers such as Anita Desai, Salmon Rushdie, and Randolph Stow 
(Dl). Seeing the overall criticism of him reflected against the transmissive history 
of Western criticism of Achebe and its Scandinavian imprints one cannot but notice 
the changes. The critics base their opinions of Anthills on a variety of persuasions. 
There are frequent references to his Igbo background and aesthetics (D3, SI, F2); 
to the political realism motivating the text and its employment of the contemporary 
Nigerian situation (S7); to its syncretism and polyvocality, to its postmodernistic 
slant (D4), to, in fact, its merging of realism and psychology. 

But the new alliances that Anthills projects between men and women, between 
women and women, between ethnic and social groups, in short the novel's reform
ist cultural poetics, are the factors that the critics elaborate most of all (D3, D9, N3, 
N6, N8, F3, S9, S10). The best critical writing on Anthill is to be found here. On 
this subject, particularly insightful and perceptive are the reviews written by Danish 
women critics (D2, D4, D8, DIO). They foreground Beatrice's erotic cum spiritual 
vitality and associate it with an ideal form of responsible leadership. The protago
nist's affinity with Achebe himself as universal storyteller and cultural mediator is 
also accounted for (DIO). 

Chinua Achebe's Anthills of the Savannah was not acclaimed in Scandinavia 
with the same public fervour as were his other novels when they first came out. 
There are at least two reasons for this. One is the fact that their publication largely 
coincided with the tragic events leading up to the Nigerian civil war. They were 
projected and read as timely witnesses to the collapse of old Africa and t elling evi
dence of rifts in the new structure. But their popularity must also be explained as a 
characteristic of the widening concerns of the time for the world outside. Studies of 

1 Things Fall Apart has been translated into Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish, No Longer at Ease 
into Danish only, A Man of the People into Danish, Norwegian, Swedish and Finnish; Arrow of 
God has not been translated into any of these langauges. 
2 Raoul Granqvist, "The Early Swedish Reviews of Chinua Achebe's Things Fall Apart and A 
Man of the People," Research in African Literatures, 15 (3: 1984), 394-404. 
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African literature were to begin. The scenario for the reception of Anthills was - and 
is - another: Africa is no longer, one assumes, a continent that needs to be ex
plicated; many of her writers are well-known to a fairly large readership; Achebe 
himself is studied at many educational levels. Yet the rather timid, although quali
fied, response to Anthills resonate here and there with echoes from the imperial 
context. There is still homework to be done. 
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Swedish Writers in Africa 

Rendezvous with Old and Modern Africa: 
Swedish Writers Travelling 

Africa remained a pseudo-place for most Swedes up to the 1960s. This decade was 
to initiate new thinking about the continent. Till then it had normally evoked asso
ciations with brutal confrontations, with strange rituals and mysteries, with human 
sufferings, and with big game hunting. Sweden shared these images of Africa with 
most of the Western world. There was consensus in the West about the priorities of 
African norms and values. The adopted bias was but little influenced by particular 
national preferences and imprints. In the sixties, however, things began to change 
and the situation soon emerged when Swedes (and other national groups) began to 
form their own position vaguely independent of the colonial legacy. 

In the late fifties, then, Swedish news media started to report on the South 
African apartheid regime engineered at the time. In addition a number of travel 
accounts were published that incorporated for the first time depictions of the human 
geography of Africa, and eventually Swedish novels were written that bravely con
ceptualized features of African history and African contemporary life. This was all 
new. Admittedly, these manifestations were still few and sporadic. For most 
Scandinavians Africa was a continent shrouded in deep mystery. But this decade 
was a definite turning point. 

A new generation of traveller-writers, inspired by the French ideals of re
porting and narrating, went to Africa. The discourse they were to subscribe to had 
to accord with the object and the subject alike. Ideally, the two should fuse. The 
narrator, they believed, should mediate between the object of his/her narration 
(Africa) and his/her listener-reader or fellow-traveller, without hiding behind 
objectifying narrative shields (such as had been the case with the writers of travel
ogues of an earlier period). The ideology of the subjective voice, the "I," had to be 
established in (or by) the text. The narrator should not shun committing him
self/herself, nor avoid suggesting directions for "young" Africa. This narrative 
claim worked in two ways: fostering greater recognition of the continent and 
knowledge about its past history of exploitation and, secondly, deobjectifying the 
narrator as she/he had to co-operate to be authentic. Africa had started to engage and 
involve. But this act of narrative familiarization and thematic conscientization 
seldom directly involved and incorporated the Other. 

There was also the beginning of a new spatial organization. The centre-peri
phery dependence was loosening up: Africa refused more strongly than ever before 
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to be regarded as an antidote to Europe, as its playground and garden. African 
writers had begun to write novels, short stories, and poems and publish them in the 
West. The writers gathered in Stockholm in 1967 for a conference baffled their 
reticent Swedish colleagues by their outspokenness and declarations on the affir
mative actions they felt they were obliged to adopt as writers in post-colonial 
societies. Naturally, this reciprocity was another stimulating factor in the propaga
tion of the new interest in Africa in Sweden. As a consequence of these "revolu
tions," the discourses on Africa increased extensively in quantity. They also ex
panded in scope and diverged in all imaginable directions. 

One objective of this examination seems quite straightforward: to identify, 
characterize and classify modern Swedish travel discourses on Africa. The second 
will be more complicated: to describe the socio-history of the discourse against a) 
the background of the altering conceptions of Africa and b) the factual changes 
brought about by independence. For this purpose I include in my treatment much 
pre-1960 material. To clarify the Swedish marker in the discourses, I resort, with
out any definite consistency, to a number of dichotomies such as distance / proxi
mity, detachmen / involvement, provincialism / internationalism, localism / uni
versalisai, and reality / mystery. With their assistance I hope to demonstrate with 
more accuracy in what manner the Swedish writer approached the reader. 

For it is is obvious that our view of another place is relational; it is an offshoot 
of our view of ourselves. This perception is personal. It embodies sentiments and 
ideas that are informed by the personality of the viewer, by h is/her particular as
pirations. Thus it is different from anybody else's concept of the same place. But it 
can also be studied as a variant of a larger system of p lace cognition. In p rinciple 
any Swedish writer's account of Africa can be replaced by a ny other national's 
account; a missionary tale contains attributes that tally it with the political discourse, 
and so on. My examination will try to dislodge related genre-specific and culture-
specific elements. The third objective of my study, then, is to assess the mechan
isms of the reflexivity contained by the discourse to help determining the Swedish 
concept of the Other. 

The adventure tale 

Africa has always been a treasure-house for the Western imagination. She has 
always provided us with the props. In Africa you could find the weirdest and the 
most primitive human being, the most dangerous animal, the most beautiful flower, 
and the most extraordinary scenery. It was all there. Africa was laid out in fantasies 
and myths. Some of them are, in fact, still active. No wonder that writers of fairy
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tales, mystery tales, horror tales, adventure tales, and novels have been attracted by 
the mythic lore of Africa and spun their stories around it; they have indeed helped to 
perpetuate it. It has always been a legitimate literary strategy to integrate and parallel 
fact and fiction to achieve veracity and authenticity. This is a very frequent feature in 
the conception of African texts. So we find accounts of journeys that read as 
straightforward adventure tales with little or no other motif force than to entertain, 
thrill, and amaze. They are stories that are placed in an Africa that is uncontroversial 
and simple. Africa is a given thing, a complex of platitudes. 

One early Swedish work in this category is Jacob Wallenberg's Min son på 
galejan (1781) ("My Son on the Galley"), a hilarious account of seamanship, of 
sailors' fantasies about women, and of l ife in the Boer Cape. His rambling, ban
tering story was meant to be private entertainment for the crew. This schema must 
have allowed him the liberty to express what was popularly said and commonly 
thought. Like any traveller he is quick to make snap judgements. His comparisons 
of Scandinavia and the alien territory all berate the latter. The African landscape he 
finds quite worthless, "it is full of long, sterile ranges of m ountains, inhabited by 
tigers and lions."1 It lacks rivers and forests. He is disgusted, as well as fascinated, 
at discovering that European men use Hottentot women as their mistresses. It is, he 
declared, a bestial love act, unworthy of most Europeans. The Swedes, on the other 
hand, were better equipped to give the Boers a hand in the work of co lonization, he 
explained. We can see the men around him sniggering at his rant. (He was the 
chaplain!) He is a repugnant racist, but he is all the same a good story-teller (if that 
can be said about a racist). 

This light, almost slapstick, tone has always characterized travellers' ac
counts. As a matter of fact, lightheartedness often camouflages the condescension 
that lies at the heart of this ge nre of African travel discourse. It is a cogent feature of 
the great number of travelogues that they were written in Sweden between the two 
world wars. The travellers were often writers of some celebrity and they toured 
Africa with aristocratic demeanour and detachment. If they maintained the balance, 
the reader, on the contrary, was supposed to swagger and sweat through the ex
posure to their bizarre African reality.2 They are the first generation of African 
tourists who write home. Their writing has all the ingredients of postcard literature. 
They dwell on the trivia of travelling, relate encounters with "exotic" natives, and 
sustain endless, leisurely talks with consuls and other colonial representatives. 

1 Jacob Wallenberg, Min son på galejan. Förord: Jean Bolinder. Höganäs: Bra Klassiker, 1979, 
Dp. 104, 120 
2 Gustaf Mattson, En herre far till Zanzibar, Helsingfors: Holger Schildts Förlagsaktiebolag, 
1921; Sigfried Siwertz, En färd till Abessinien. Stockholm: Albert Bonniers förlag, 1926; Albert 
Engström, Med Kaaparen till Afrika. Stockholm: Albert Bonniers Förlag, 1937 
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take pictures indiscriminately, often of "African beauties" who obviously had been 
instructed how to pose in front of their camera. 

M Ä N G A  S  K B  K  Y  K  V I N  N O  H  S K  H I K T I G T  B U A  U T  O C H  H A  F Ö R N Ä M  

H Å L L N I N G  

From Hugo Granvik, Strövtåg, en upplevelse i Ce ntralafrika,/?. 112. The text reads: "Many 
Sebey women are quite pretty and carry themselves with dignity. " 

The colonial ramifications of the travelling provide the discourse with an aura 
of worldliness and sophistication. The Swedish reader and viewer was expected to 
feel at home by means of the storyteller's mixture of cosmopolitan ease and the fa
miliar, narrative tone. 

Stories of action with an African setting were often associated with daring or 
foolhardy forms of travelling and risky encounters with dangerous animals. Ernest 
Hemingway loomed heavily in the background of these tales.1 They could describe 
solitary trips across foul deserts and deltas, meetings with tribes that few had seen, 
hazardous encounters with hostile civil servants (that need not necessarily be 
black). Often the traveller's helpnessness was set against the magnitude of his en
terprise. 

1 B ertil Hult, Genom äventyrens land. Ensam över Saharas öknar på motorcykel Stockholm: 
Albert Bonniers Förlag, 1931; Bengt Ekström, Äventyr i Karamoja. Stockholm: Folkets i Bilds 
Förlag, 1955; Olle Strandberg, Jambo. Stockholm: Vikingförlaget, 1956 
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Other more conventional adventure books were based on the writers' expe
riences, as UN employees, missionaries, sailors, soldiers, etc.1 Africa here simply 
constituted a backcloth for the story or acted as the volatile scene for an exciting 
drama. These works, especially those of the 1960s, are infused with all the well-
known clichés about Africa: the image of the African woman as a devouring bitch, 
the African as a primitive man or child, the African landscape as monotonous, 
African politics as brutal and violent, etc. The clichés are employed because they 
can be recognized so easily; they are cultural markers and as such simply taken for 
granted. The African scene in these discourses, whether it involves warfare in the 
Congo of the 1960s or apartheid in South Africa, features Swedish protagonists 
who fight noble causes, successfully on occasion. The political idealist, the adven
turer, the missionary in them is more or less the same person. 

The adventure tale with an African setting is composed of a potpourri of 
narrative traditions, many of which will be discussed in the sections to come. But 
its main function is clear: to entertain. 

The aesthetic picaresque 

As pointed out already, Africa has always provided a fertile ground for the 
Western explorer who also, in contrast to the adventurer and the missionary, was 
anxious to return home with his artefact. This was only an indirect goal for the two 
others. The traveller who, like the medieval picaro, set out to find his Holy Grail 
was motivated by multiple reasons. Africa could provide a backcloth for the reali
zation of the wildest dreams and stimulate fantasies of the weirdest kind; she could 
offer scientists, or pseudo-scientists, artists, and writers the challenges they de
manded to objectify their aspirations or visions. 

To write about these experiences was another challenge. It was seen as an 
important part of the travelling enterprise itself. It was necessary to communicate to 
a reader the excitement, the horror, and the wisdom that the trip entailed. The reader 
was to be a fellow-traveller, a participant, as ignorant of the size of the next moun
tain as the protagonist himself, and as wise as he claimed to be on returning home. 
To achieve this communion the discourse needed to be structured in a certain way. 
The familiar and the strange needed to coalesce. The reader had to be troubled, but 
not shocked. He would recognize certain strands in the discourse and admit his 

1 Nils Rege, Tid av hetta. Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 1966; Reider Jönsson, 
Endast för vita. Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 1969; Jan Ekström, Mannen i 
berget. Detektivroman. Stockholm: Bonniers, 1979; Lars Widding, En afrikansk affär. Stockholm: 
P. A. Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 1985; Gunnar Helander, Uppdrag i Zulu. Roman i sydafrikansk 
miljö. Örebro: Bokförlaget Libris, 1986 
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ignorance of others. So travelling in the company of this picaro could be as com
fortable, dull and safe as moving along in a caravan on a modern motorway. Pre
cautions were taken that Africa at its fullest would never really intrude into the 
waggon. It was stimulating enough to smell the distant scents of the continent. 

Early Swedish gentlemen travellers, like the disciple of t he famous botanist 
Carl von Linné, Carl Peter Thunberg, told King Gustav III (1788) that his journey 
to South Africa (on his way to Japan) had been triggered off by a desire to increase 
the knowledge about the continent that until then, he declared, had been 
unintelligible and inaccurate. But his ambition was also, he said in his Preface, to 
please his king by telling him an interesting story.1 The king was to be entertained. 
He then told his king the well-established stories about the ugly, lazy, but sexually 
shockingly active Hottentots, and about the barren, uncultivated landscape they 
inhabited. He sees what he has been conditioned to see. His perception is relational 
and contrastive. The paragon of the Swedish ideal was the diligent, well-built 
peasant who lived surrounded by God-blessed woods and rivers. "Their careless
ness has obliterated faith in God," he said.2 The Hottentot was everything the 
Swedish peasant should not be. The image of Africa he extended to his king served 
to perpetuate the ideas of cultural stratification: life in Africa was inferior ; life in 
Sweden superior. In other words life in Africa could complement life in Sweden; 
Africa could be used. 

No doubt the King was thrilled to read the accounts of these trips into the 
interior of Africa and also proud of Thunberg's achievements as a Swedish explorer 
of a region of the world that was so remote from his own. The picaro returned to 
his court with his treasure. In a list that he presented to the King he named articles, 
plants, herbs, flowers, trees, etc. that he thought could be used for "the benefit of 
mankind. 3 These totems were introduced not only as proofs of his courage and 
loyalty, but also as witnesses of the universal greatness and utility of the project 
itself. The artefact brought home also projected the story that could be rehearsed and 
even embellished. The picaro was both scientist and storyteller, in the service of his 
country. 

The nineteenth-century African travellers developed this art further. J. F. 
Victorin, like his predecessor Thunberg, visited the Cape (1853-1855), collected 
bits of nature, insects, eggs, flowers, stuffed animals, and drew beautiful landscape 

1 Carl Peter Thunberg, Resa uti Europa, Africa, Asien. Förrättad ifrån år 1770 til 1779. 1-3. I, 
Uppsala: Joh. Edman, 1788 
2 Ibid., I, 218 
3 Ibid., I, 4 
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pictures.1 His social comments are few and mostly concern the contrasts he can 
detect. In his diary he writes: "they do not know about Midsummer here; when it 
occurs at home, it is winter here," and "I have not seen ice here-"2 He returned 
home to die, only 24 years old. Another storyteller and explorer-adventurer in 
South Africa at the same time was Charles John Anderson. Like Thunberg and 
Victorin he was little interested in the human geography. In the Preface to his book 
about the river Okavango, he explains why. The "natives of this continent are so 
low that they do not deserve to be named 'creatures', while animal life in the region 
I have visited is most exquisite and free."3 

A typical "imperial" set-up. (From P. Möller, etc., Tre år i Kongo. I, p. 339. The text reads "A 
Congo evening. A scene at the campsite atM'bete.") 

With time, the explorations with Swedish participation became more aggres
sive, more inspired by the imperialistic pursuit. Covering untrodden ground, mak
ing exhaustive lists of rarities, describing encounters with wild, fantastic animals, 
wondering at the excessiveness of God's creation make these accounts look almost 

1 J. F. Victorin, Resa i Kaplandet. Åren 1853-1855. Jagt- och naturbilder ur den aflidne unge 
naturfor skr ens bref och dagböcker. Af J. W. Grill. Stockholm: Albert Bonniers Förlag, 1863 
2 Ibid., p. 93 
3 Charles John Andersson, Floden Okavango. Resor och jagtäfventyr. Stockholm: Adolf Bonnier, 
1861,89 
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identical.1 The picaro's search is focussed on the thrill and the sensation that grop
ing after the object entails. The Africa they describe is devoid, as we have already 
seen, of its human component. When it occurs, as in the Linnéan delineations of 
Africa, it is an ugly deformation and a distortion of the idea of life itself. The colo
nial scenario was being formed. 

The cover of Artur Lundkvist's book Negerland. 

It was a logical outcome then that the next generations of African picaros 
should include the human specimen in their quest. Ethnographical expeditions made 
efforts to describe the social organization of unknown tribes.2 Presentations of them 
normally adopted the vocabulary of the colonialist: they were considered the lost 
and rediscovered children of the earth, primitive, simple, brutal, but innocent. But 

1 See i. e. P. Möller, G. Pagels, E. Gleerup, Tre år i Kongo. Skildringar. Stockholm: P. A. 
Norstedt & Söners Förlag. I, 1887, II, 1888 
2 Amadeus Johnson, / Marimbans land: forskningar och äventyr i Angola. Stockholm: Hugo 
Gebers Förlag, 1929 
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they could also be depicted as lenient, complex and susceptible to reforms.1 So the 
picaro had found a new specimen in Africa to investigate, in addition to hunting 
wild animals, picking specious objects, and "discovering" torrents and deserts. His 
stories were to be different. Another pilgrimage could start. 

With the coming of m odernism in literature and arts Africa would more ac
tively than ever be associated with pristine landscapes and the origin of the human 
being. Writers and artists travelled in Africa inspired by the implications that these 
perceptions of Africa had laid bare. Africa became, in the thirties, a place where 
Western disillusion and malaise could be examined, if not treated. You went to Af
rica to be exposed to her simple life style, to the rhythm of her dances, to her 
nakedness. Such a traveller was Artur Lundkvist, who wrote about his journeys 
(1933-34 and 1947-48) in two very popular books, Negerkust and Negerland.2 In a 
sense he is the first modern Swedish picaro. He travels with a gun, with an abun
dance of energy, and is absorbed by the subjectivity of his own vision. His map of 
Africa is a mental construct. Africa is for him first of all a feeling. The reader is 
caught by the charm and lushness of his melodious prose and is bound to follow 
him, as if paralysed by the magic notes from a sorcerer's flute. The Africa that so 
effectively thrills him, provokes him, and seduces him remains distant and alien. 
Africa has been internalized and reduced to an imaginary tool in the hands of a 
creative artist. 

Lundkvist was to be followed after the wars by many other Swedish writers 
and artists attracted by the aesthetics associated with the African landscape. Writers 
such as Ivar Lo-Johansson, Elsa Björkman-Goldschmidt, and Bo Setterlind, and 
artists such as Lars Norrman and Sigfrid Södergren, went to Africa in the fifties and 
sixties to find new material for their pens and brushes.3 What they have in common 
is their insistence on discovering the naivety and beauty that their own culture has 
lost and that the African is believed to contain, whether in the form of a pose, a 
movement or a song. Their search is antithetical, self-directed, not outer-directed, 
towards Africa. 

1 See i. e. G. Lindblom, Afrikanska strövtåg. Två års folklivsstudier i engelska och tyska ost-
Afrika. Stockholm: Albert Bonniers Förlag, 1914 and Hugo Granvik, Strövtåg och upplevelser i 
Centralafrika. Två års färder i K enya Colony. Stockholm: Wahlström & Widstrand, 1927 
2 Artur Lundkvist, Negerkust. Stockholm: Albert Bonnier, 1952; Negerland. Stockholm: Albert 
Bonnier, 1951 
3 Ivar Lo-Johansson, Resa till Nordafrika. Bollnäs: Nyströms Tryckeri AB, 1975; Else 
Björkman-Goldsmith, Söder om solen. Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 1953; Bo 
Setterlind, Madagaskar. Stockholm: Bonniers, 1966; Lars Norrman, Tubab. Stockholm: Albert 
Bonniers Förlag, 1950 (also published as / kanot uppför Senegalfloden. Stockholm: Folket i Bilds 
Förlag, 1952); Sigfrid Södergren, Solspår. Stockholm: Forum, 1966, and Dans mot mörk botten. 
Uddevalla: Trevi, 1978. See also Olle Ängqvist, Två år i Bissau. Som "medföljande make" på 
Afrikas västkust - e n svensk konstnärs intryck. Jobba i U -land. Stockholm: SIDA, 1982 
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Quite in line with these aesthetic peregrinations are the very concrete, material 
searches for rare flowers, lilies and orchids, and of course rare animals.1 Here we 
can see the beginnings of safari tourism. The camera had replaced the gun. 

The missionary parable 

The missionary tale is, generally speaking, extremely reader-oriented. Its 
function is to convert and seduce, and as such it is at the core of a narrative tradition 
that is direct and discursive. But the desire to convert is here more sinister and 
factual. One category of these discourses is epistolary in both style and matter. 
Their format is the letter or the diary. They tell the story of the Bunyanlike, lonely 
missionary confronting the everyday problems that are raised by the hardships of an 
uncouth climate and uncivilized natives. The style of writing is self-congratulatory: 
the missionary overcoming difficulties through dedicated commitment to labour and 
prayer. He sets an example for congregations and listeners to emulate. 

The missionary persuasion operates, in fact, on two levels: among the pagans 
in the alien circumstances and at home among his own people. The tale directed at 
the home audience therefore had to be a success story. 

What is characteristic then of t he missionary parables involving redemption 
and salvation is their aspiration to enlist the listener, to enthuse him or her. This was 
a delicate task. A narrative balance had to be struck between what the audience 
could be expected to know and what was assumed to be outside their perception; a 
balance had to be maintained between Sweden and Africa. So the narration must not 
include too many details about strange customs and rituals, but must not, either, 
seem too ordinary and homely. The missionary in his discourse had to tread on 
ground that was partly familiar and partly alien. 

One of the best-known works in this genre, Arvid Svärd's Ödemarksbrev 
(1925-1927) ("Letters from the Wilderness"), blends meditations about the life 
styles of the natives and sentimental thoughts about the revolutionizing purpose of 
his mandate. He attempts to familiarize his reader with the dark, and menacing 
wilderness that surrounds him, without minimizing the heroism that he believed one 
needed to be be able to enter it. Evangelization should, in other words, both appeal 
and challenge. He even postulated that the future missionary might die in Africa for 
his cause. "For above the grave you see the heavens open and you hear a wonderful 

1 Cf. Christina Söderling-Brydolf, Bland liljor och lejon: blomstersafari i Uganda. Stockholm: 
Natur och Kultur, 1966 and Madame på Madagaskar. Stockholm: Natur och kultur, 1967 
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song from the crowd. Is it not worth dying to increase the number of this crowd?," 
he asks.1 

ÖDEMARKSBREV 

A V  

A R V I D  S V Ä R D  

S T O C K H O L M  : :  B .  M : s  B O K F Ö R L A G S  A . - B .  

The cover of Arvid Svärd's Ödemarksbrev. 

The setting of Arvid Svärd's "letters" was the Congo. Other regions in which 
Swedish missionaries worked in pre-colonial Africa were South Africa, Ethiopia, 
and countries in West Africa. Normally the denominations chose areas where 
competition with other churches was least likely. Therefore, as a rule, each 
"branch" wrote its own particular story about its work. The mission in South Africa 
could early boast of having a novelist in its ranks. In fact, Gunnar Helanders Zulu 
möter vit man ("Zulu Meets a White Man"), is the first novel with an African setting 
ever written by a Swede. Its plot is rudimentary and simple. It projects the proto
type view of the converted native as a second-class Christian, a hybrid personality 
whose paganism would always crop up, as a cry from the "wilderness." The Swe

1 A rvid Svärd, Ödemarksbrev. I. Stockholm: B.-M-s Bokförlags A.B., 1925; II, 1927, p. 218 
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dish missionary is troubled by the dilemma of this realization and he writes home 
for moral support and encouragement. As in Svärd's tales the narrative focus is 
split. Helander is concerned with establishing a physical and human milieu that, if it 
is not fully recognized or accepted by the Swedish interlocutor, can at least be 
monitored, by being exposed to a superior culture. Environmental dislocation is 
matched by moralistic or colonial approximation.1 

Missionaries had always written travelogues, where the use of anthropological 
or environmental observations transcended the words of the gospel.2 Disgust and 
bewilderment, common elements in the white man's paranoia facing the "never-
seen," could be mastered and stilled by their juxtaposition with Christian virtues, 
such as endurance, forbearance, and the ethos of work. 

With the coming of the sixties, however, as a consequence of the liberalization 
and diversification of mission work and the changed political situation, these 
travelogues underwent a radical change. They become less evangelical, more like 
any other travelogue about the Africa of the time. They combine commentary and 
narration, they attempt to understand the actual situation through a scrutiny of the 
past and of past ill deeds. They argue and they try to persuade. The ideological 
centre is still within the activities occurring at the mission stations, or their modern 
counterparts, the nursing home or the clinic. Many of these works are related to 
mission work in the Congo and in South Africa.3 Some of the travelogues describe 
tedious consultative visits to various centres for mission or social stops at mission
aries' homes.4 

A different caste are those written from the perspective of Christian humanism 
and philanthropy. They address the audience in strong, emotional terms begging for 
pity and help. Signe Höjer's many books about Africa are homiletic travelogues that 
come close to the political pamphlet (see below).5 She reports with journalistic brio, 
and educates and preaches convincingly. She treats her reader as a student who is 

1 Gunnar Helander, Zulu möter vit man. Stockholm: Svenska Kyrkans Diakonistyrelses 
bokförlag, 1949. See also his other "mission novel": Storstadsneger. Stockholm: Svenska 
Kyrkans Diakonistyrelses Bokförlag, 1955 
2 See i. e. Martin Nordfeldt, Bland Abessiniens gallaer, seder, fejder, hedendom. Stockholm: 
Evangeliska Fosterlands-Stiftelsens Bokförlag, 1935; Fride Hylander, Ett år i tält. Bland hed
ningar, muhammedaner och tabotister. Stockholm: Evangeliska Fosterlands-Stiftelsens Bokförlag, 
1936 
3 I. e . Maj-Lis and Eskil Johansson, Silhuetter mot mörk kontinent. Örebro: Evangeliipress, 
1969; Sven Ohm, Svart folk bygger. Hässleholm: Westerbergs, 1966 
4 Arvid Svärd, Det hände i Kongo. Reportage från en skapelsedag. Stockholm: Westerbergs, 
1960; Arvid Stenström, Jan-Erik Wikström, eds., Storm över Kongo. En bok om kongokrisen. 
Stockholm: Missionsförbundets Förlag, 1961; (also Sven Ohm, see note 4 above); Gunnar 
Helander, Sydafrikansk rapsodi. Stockholm: Aktiebolaget Tryckarnas, 1963 
5 See her Slav stig upp... . Stockholm: Tidens Förlag, 1961; Afrika i våra hjärtan. Stockholm: 
Tidens Förlag, 1962; I e tt vaknande Afrika. Stockholm: LTs förlag, 1983; see also Åke Kastlund, 
Resa genom svart och vitt. Stockholm: Aktiebolaget Tryckarnas, 1967 
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bound to be sympathetic to her moral and Christian commitment, or fail the exam. 
The issues that had caused her indignation are given less attention. The Africa that 
emerges in her books, and in the others of this sort, is largely, one feels, a product 
of colonial guilt. 

A third mode of Christian narrating projects the lives of famous missionaries. 
These are the biographies of early founders or fictionalized accounts of their work. 
The works have been conceived as saints' stories or hagiographies. At least two 
recount the life of the first Swedish Baptist missionary in King Leopold II's 
Congo, E. V. Sjöblom, who himself wrote one of the earliest and most thrilling 
missionary tales from Africa in the Swedish language, called I palmernas skugga 
(1907) ("In the Shade of the Palms").1 Writers were quite often former missionaries 
who nostalgically look back on their lives and remember their early pioneering 
days.2 Not quite in the same style is Signe Höjer's biography about Mary 
Kingsley, whose footsteps she followed literally. Höjer introduced Kingsley as a 
radical critic of British colonialist treatment of the Africans. She emphasizes 
Kingsley's recklessness, humour, and simplicity.3 In a sense she portrayed the 
English woman explorer as her partner in the project to humanize Africa for the 
Swedes. 

The missionary travelogues epitomized the virtues of t he Christian journey. 
To undertake this journey, either literally or symbolically (as traveller or as reader) 
was to submit oneself to one of the most important Christian principles, i.e. to teach 
God's word is to save and be saved. The parables invited the audience to join the 
troops. They also confirmed the belief that God's work in Africa was successful, 
that the strategies advocating salvation through submission to Western concepts of 
thinking were the right ones. However, in the sixties a creeping sense of discomfort 
was emerging. 

1 A rvid Svärd, Vit man i svart land. Kongomissionär E. V. Sjöblom. Konturer av en man och en 
tid. Stockholm: B.-M:s Bokförlags A. B., 1942 and Gunnar Wahlström, Byarna vid floden. 
Örebro: Bokförlaget Libris, 1977. The full title of Sjöblom's book is: / palmernas skugga. 
Själfbiografi, dagboksanteckningar m. f. efterlämnade manuskript. Stockholm: E. V. Hellströms 
Förlagsexpedition, 1907 
2 For example, Arvid Svärd, Vägen till Afrika. Stockholm: Westerbergs, 1956 and Fride Hylan-
der, Crabatto. Missionspionjärer berättar om revolutionens Etiopien med återblickar på gången tid. 
Avesta: EFS-förlaget, 1980 
3 Mary Kingsley. Forskningsresande i Västafrika. En biografi. Stockholm: LTs Förlag, 1973 
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The Jungian romance 

To trace and establish the physical abode of the African animal or flower was 
not a pursuit dictated by scientific inquisitiveness alone. It could be a quest for the 
hidden source of animal life and implicitly for that of man himself. 1 The teachings 
of C. G. Jung have had a deep impact on much fiction or metafiction about Africa. 
(He himself was influenced by the same myths) To go up the river, into the interior 
of the jungle, down the valley, into the midst of the desert were acts often conceived 
and interpreted as metaphorical journeys into the soul of man. So the quest in this 
category of African discourses is for concepts, rather than for specimens. The 
typography in the Jungian romances is special. The Rift Valley, the Kalahari 
Desert, the Congo River, are typical landmarks. The journeys into these topo
graphies symbolize transfers from the scourges of modern civilization into areas that 
have not been inflicted with Western norms and values or evolutionary tours from 
primitiveness to civilization. In focus is Western man and Africa is his testing-
ground. 

Ulla-Lena Lundberg is perhaps the best exponent of this mode of writing. She 
has completed three works, each of which projects Africa as the continent whose 
instinctual and animal life connects it with a codifiable mythological past.2 Rolf 
Edberg and Lars Gustavsson are two other writers who combine documentation of 
African society and culture with philosophical speculations about a mythological 
origin.3 Existential problems, the Angst of modern man, his greediness and frailties 
are the ingredients of Lennart Hagerfors' African trilogy.4 What makes Hagerfors' 
books unique is the fact that while employing the frame of the Jungian romance they 
distort its content. The formula becomes an object for derision and the result is a 
satire that is most effective. 

The national element in these discourses is minimal. The Swedish reader is 
not allowed to identify with the narrator and the text on the basis of a common 
culture and a common language. Their focus is universal man and his predicament 
in a world that is getting more and more confused. Minute descriptions of Afr ican 
locality, anthropological trivia, and attentiveness to current political affairs are 

1 See i. e. Bengt Berg, Med tranorna till Afrika. Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 
1922 
2 Ulla-Lena Lundberg, Tre afrikanska noveller. Helsingfors: Söderström, 1977; Öar i Afrikas 
inre. Stockholm: Alba, 1983; Sand. Roman. Kalahari. Stockholm: Alba, 1986 
3 Rolf Eberg, Dalens ande. Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 1976 and Lars 
Gustavsson, Afrikanskt försök. En essä om villkoren. Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Söners 
Förlag, 1980 
4 Lennart Hagerfors, Bortom Mukambo. Roman. Södertälje: Författarförlaget, 1983; Valarna i 
Tanganyikasjön. Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 1985; Kongolesen som skrattade. 
Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 1987 
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heightened to stand for the generality of things. The menace against the Bushman in 
Lundberg's Kalahari is perceived as a threat against all mankind. 

The political pamphlet 

By definition the pamphlet is a terse, caustic, highly target-oriented text. Its ad 
hoc nature makes it a flexible instrument in any struggle where the goal is to achieve 
change through the rhetorics of words. So its function is to agitate, educate and 
conscientize. 

% - \ i a 

From Sven Öste's Afrikas gryning, p. 200. The picture is subtitled: 
"America's face in Liberia's Monrovia." 

The pioneers in political pamphleteering on Africa in Sweden were, as might 
be expected, journalists. The construction of the apartheid system in South Africa in 
the 1950s was extensively commented upon in the Swedish press. Journalists and 
writers, like Herbert Tingsten and Per Wästberg, travelled to South Africa and wit
nessed the brutality and the injustices that were directed against the black popula-
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tion. They wrote books about their observations that hit the consciousness of their 
readers with unprecedented pungency.1 

Wästberg and his fellow travellers insisted on involvement. Narrowness of 
mind, petty provincial perspectives, and a lack of tolerance were abhorred. Inter
nationalism became the key-word in all discussions about the Swedish relationship 
with Africa. The journeys to Africa - and travelling there increased enormously 
during the sixties - became educational pilgrimages: the travelling Western reporter 
placed his envious camera in front of the African liberation struggle and claimed for 
himself the right to employ the spirit of its address in educating his listeners to
wards greater political awareness. If revolution could not be achieved at home, at 
least it could be "supported" elsewhere. And used. 

The most informed and widely-travelled of them all was Per Wästberg, whose 
engagement with Africa dates from this period. He went to Africa for the first time 
in 1959 and returned with the conviction that the old taboos and mysteries about the 
continent had to be broken. As a journalist in the biggest Swedish daily, the Dagens 
Nyheter, he literally initiated a campaign, reviewing African books, writing articles, 
debating. He wrote on more or less any subject with relevance to Africa throughout 
the sixties, approximately forty newspaper articles per year.2 He has also continued 
this commanding work. His many writings on Africa include both straightforward 
travelogues, political essays, and anthologies of African literature.3 For many 
people in Sweden he epitomizes Africa. 

For the first time in history the Swedish reader became an agent in the mental 
exploration and démystification of Africa. The fusion of objectives presupposed the 
existence of communality between Sweden and Africa. They were united, it was 
emphasized, by a network of universals that it was the mission of the reporter-
traveller to enhance or expound upon. No doubt, these were ideas that permeated all 
discussions about the relationship between Africa and the West. 

Wästberg has remained faithful to a sixties' view of the literary and 
journalistic art. It presupposes that there are more similarities than differences 
between cultures and between people. In essence we are all the same, is the 
message. It is the duty of the journalist and the traveller then to highlight the niches 
of common values and common ground and to try to reduce the intellectual width of 

1 Herbert Tingsten, Problemet Sydafrika. Stockholm: Albert Bonniers Förlag, 1954; Sven Öste, 
Afrikas gryning. Stockholm: Albert Bonniers Förlag, 1960; Per Wästberg, På svarta listan. 
Stockholm: Albert Bonniers Förlag, 1960 
2 Raoul Granqvist, Bilden av Sverige i receptionen av afrikansk litteratur 1950-1970. Umeå: The 
Department of English, 1985 
3 Per Wästberg, Förbjudet område. Stockholm: Albert Bonniers Förlag, 1960; En dag på 
världsmarknaden. Stockholm: Söderström & Co., 1967; Afrika - ett uppdrag. Stockholm: 
Wahlström & Widström, 1976 
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policy is to level the distance between Africa and Sweden. Swedish readers must be 
supplied with portraits of Africa with which they should be able to empathize, or 
which they at least could recognize. If Africa remained unknown for so long, it is 
partly, Wästberg explained, because we have not committed ourselves fully to the 
concerns that unite us as human beings. Sune Jonsson's photographs from a mis
sion station in the Congo illustrated this ideology in a most exquisite way.1 They 
portrayed an African reality (pictures from clinics, schools, work) that had never 
before been shown to Swedish readers. It would recognize, the writers believed, 
these new images from Africa, because they exhibited aspects of life that everybody 
knew. 

From Sune Jonsson's Bilder av Kongo, p. 84. 

The educators wrote on Africa backed up by a great fund of knowledge and 
the inside experiences they had acquired from individual journeys. Their books on 
Africa provided readers with historical surveys, charts of facts about the newly 
independent states, and pictures that combined information with sentiment. For the 
first time in the history of reporting on Africa, documentation was used to 

1 Sune Jonsson, Bilder av Kongo: från en mission. Stockholm: LTs Förlag, 1965 
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complement fictionalized accounts of the journey, not to apologize for and justify 
the myths that were associated with Africa.1 

Another class of educators were travellers who had spent some time in Africa 
commissioned to work for the UN, a Swedish business company or some other 
organization.2 Their perspective had a different slant. One or two of them lingered 
in the backwaters of colonialism, as its apologists or as defenders of Swedish 
"interests" in Africa; others were diarists with pretensions to tell compelling and 
informative stories. 

Writers were also tempted to let Africa, as it were, speak for herself. The first 
to conceptualize African matters and African people in the form of fiction was one 
of the most remarkable of all modern Swedish writers, Sara Lidman, who in the 
sixties wrote two extremely indignant political allegories with African settings. Jag 
och min son ("Me and My Son") is about apartheid South Africa and its devastating 
attraction for a Swedish adventurer who is there to make money, accompanied by 
his little son who is sacrificed in the process.^ Her other novel, Med fem diamanter 
("With Five Diamonds"), is another political reform novel, set in Kenya-4 It is a 
diatribe against inequality, racism, and exploitation. Although the characters are all 
Africans, it mirrors quite effectively the current debate in Sweden about Sweden's 
political responsibilities and role on the international scene. 

Attempts have also been made, outside fiction, to document spheres of Af
rican life and customs with little or no reference to European narrative formulas. 
The most daring of these enterprises is Birgit Àkesson's book, sub-titled Dans i 
Afrika ("Dance in Africa"), which is a poetic-choreographic-learned record of the 
dance as a holistic expression.5 But despite its total neglect of artistic efforts to 
please or inform, it constitutes a highly provocative statement against sloppy West

1 Tord Wahlström, Gryning: en bok om Zambia. Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 
1965; Nils-Magnus Nilsson, Afrikanska strövtåg. Uddevalla: Zindermans, 1968; Bengt Sjögren, 
Mörka Afrika: det förflutna klarnar. Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 1974; Sture 
Karlsson, Snitt genom Afrika. Med tankar om förtryck, befrielse, förändring. Stockholm: Alba, 
1980 
2 Erik von Heland, Mina Afrikaår. Stockholm: LTs förlag, 1966; Olle Wijkström, Där pepparn 
växer. Stockholm, P. A. Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 1974; Sigfrid Södergren, Dans mot mörk 
botten. Uddevalla: Trevi, 1978; Christian Ehrström, Regnbåge och vita lakan: en medicinsk rese
skildring, 1982 
3 Sara Lidman, Jag och min son. Stockholm: Bonniers, 1961; she was very disappointed with the 
novel and revised it thoroughly two years later 
4 Lidman, Med fem diamanter. Stockholm: Bonniers, 1964. Cf. also Gunnar Helander'so books 
for "young people," Den vita mannens stövel. Stockholm: Rabén & Sjögren, 1980 and Åk hem, 
Li Fongï. Stockholm: Rabén & Sjögren, 1984 
5 Birgit Åkesson, Källvattnets mask: dans i Afrika. Stockholm: Atlantis, 1983; see also Stig 
Holmqvist/Aud Talle, Barheidas tre hustrur. Stockholm, Liber Förlag, 1978 and Holmqvist, 
Folket som fick korna från himlen - en berättelse från Kenya. Stockholm: Liber Förlag, 1980 
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ern assumptions about Africa and criticism of our referential frames to project the 
continent. 

The "Development Aid" novel 

To work in Africa and write a book about the experiences it has yielded may 
also be regarded as a way of documenting and digesting a journey. But this time the 
journey has come to a full-stop and the anxiety and frustration associated with 
moving has found other, more permanent, outlets. On the other hand, most of th ese 
modern "settlers," development aid officers, activists in various volunteer corps, 
businessmen, and civil servants, go home after a relatively brief period (two to three 
years). Their stay in Africa is in fact a prolonged journey. Their commitment to 
write about it is very strong. 

What unites these writers as a group are two things: they (or most of them) 
have lived in Africa as the children of either missionaries or civil servants and their 
political ideals have largely been formulated by 1960s radicalism and political 
thinking. It is not surprising then that the typical scenario in these discourses is the 
solitary idealist fighting corruption and inefficiency and, having eventually lost the 
fight, returning home embittered by his African adventure. The genre also involves 
much social criticism both of the neocolonialism staged by Africans themselves and 
of the Swedish reform system. Although set in Africa many of the novels are there
fore better read as a critical commentary on the Swedish welfare state and its wil
lingness to "assist" Africa on terms that often violate the rule system of the local 
situation.1 

The prime objective of a majority of th ese novels is to raise and discuss issues; 
as works of art they are unsatisfactory. Characterization is mostly superficial and 
the plot often conventional: a sterotype Swede confronts an African character that 
could have been taken from a novel by Joyce Cary. Through its insistence on pro-
blematizing and agitating, the narrative structure is crude. It centres with little var
iation on the mental and intellectual havoc that the protagonist is racing towards. 
The setting of the story is normally the area covered by the expatriate's living quar
ters, the plant, the office, or the factory where he or she works. But as records of 

1 Lars Ardelius, Smörgåsbordet. Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 1974; Evcrtz 
Arnesson, Djupa vatten. Stockholm: Bokförlaget Plus, 1977; Gunnar Rydström, Biståndarna. P. 
A. Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 1978; Stig Holmqvist, Utvecklaren. Stockholm: Liber Förlag, 
1978; Patrik Engellau, Genom ekluten. Roman om en biståndsarbetares erfarenheter av ett 
afrikanskt fis keriprojekt. Stockolm: Atlantis, 1980; Anders Ehnmark, Ögonvittnet. P. A. Norstedt 
& Söners Förlag, 1980; Kristina Ehrenstråle, Det femte hörnet. Upplevelser i en tropisk trädgård. 
Uppsala: Brombergs, 1980; Gunilla Banks, Med bästa vilja. Stockholm: Bokförlaget Prisma, 
1982; Stig Holmqvist, På andra sidan floden. Stockholm: Carlssons Bokförlag, 1985 
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the complexity of the African situation as experienced by the visitor and testimonials 
of cultural confrontations and cultural shocks these stories are provocatively im
portant. It is not Africa that has become more visible thanks to these works, it is 
Sweden in Africa. 

Conclusion 

This survey is not complete; far more material could have been examined and 
the comparative analyses could have been pursued with more stringency. This was 
not possible within the scope of t his short article. I hope, however, that the essay 
has demonstrated both the richness and the variety of Swedish travel literature on 
Africa. A number of other suppositions should also have been clarified. It is evi
dent, of course, that liberation in Africa had an enormous impact on both the range 
and the quantity of writings. Discourses became realistic, documentary and peda
gogical. Another characteristic is their directness. They appealed to and negotiated 
with their readers in a manner they had not done before. The so-called Swedish 
element in them (i.e. the presence and the role of the Swedish reader) became, as a 
consequence, more conspicuous, but also more complex. We have seen how the 
different classes of writing approach their readers. Both the political pamphlet and 
the missionary parable are strongly reader-orientated; they try to persuade and con
vince and therefore the discourses integrate various expressions of the Swedish 
cultural scene. The Jungian romance, on the other hand, rejects these references; its 
appeal is universal and the Swedish reader is expected to share these values. The 
adventure tale is likewise based on a welter of assumptions about Africa, but its 
narrative approach, style, and diction associate it intimately with the traveller's point 
of view. The emphasis of the picaro's story is on achievement. The picaro exhibits 
knowledge, courage, and material gain. The listener/reader welcomes the gifts, 
because they have been solicited. Africa in these discourses is "kept at arm's 
length." In the final group of texts, the "development aid" novels, Africa, one could 
say, has been brought home. The reader has to adjust to the premises of the African 
story. Africa is close. But so, paradoxically, is Sweden. 
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